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PREFACE 

Changes in n^ of farms are subject to varied inter- 
pretationSa     TMs is largely because of differences in coneepts and defi- 
nitions o     It stems  also from failure of many persons to recognize  and 
understand the changing role of agriculture in a dynaniic erwironnaent. 

The study reported here is an analysis of changes in number and size of 
farms  as related to technological advances in agricultiu'e and growth of 
the econoniy generally.     An attempt is  made to clarify the jlefinitions 
and concepts that have tended to obscnre these relationships and to de - 
velop a more meaningful classification of farm size through timç.   The 
changing size stiMacture of farming is e^^^ from the standpoint of 
classifying faxnily farms  as they have existed^ during the quarter-centuiry 
ending in 1954 in respect to levels of farrn^ output,   relative size of ïarm 
operations;   and levels of real farm inconae»     This report of the study is 
expected to be useful to those who forniulateagriciiltural policies and p^ 

\grams»     For those with a more general interest in American agriculture, 
it will contribute toward a clear xinderstanding of the process of adjust- 
ment by farm people to a constantly changing economic environinent. 

The author wishes to express appreciation to Kenneth L;  Bachman 
and Robert Bç   Glasgow,   Farm Economics Research Division,   Agricul- 
tural Reseaurch Service,   for assistance in developing the concepts and 
discussion presented here and to a number of colleagues for reviewing 
the nianuscript and niaking helpful suggestions.     Special acknowledgnient 
is made to Barbara J,   G rinds taff.   Far ni Econoniics Research Division, 
Agricultural Research Service,   for carrying out the statistical phases of 
the work. 
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FAMILY FARMS IN A CHANGING ECONOMY 

By 

Jackson V.   McElveen^   Agricultural Economist 
Farm Econotnics Research Division 

Agricultural Research Service 

SUMMARY 

During the 25-year period,   1930-54,   farms have become larger and 
fewer in number.     The total number of census farms has declined by 1. 5 
million,   and there has been an even greater decrease in the number of 
commerciar farms.   At the same time,   numbers of part-time and resi- 
dential units have increased rapidly.     These part-time  and residential 
farms,   which comprised 15 percent of all farms in 1930,   accounted for 
nearly a third of all farms in 1954, 

Commercial farms -those from which the farm families derive their 
major source of income from farming - decreased from 4,7 million in 
1930 to 3o 1  million in 1954,     More than half of this decline took place 
between 1944 and 1954.     Commercial farms  comprised 75 percent of all 
census farms in 1930 and about 65 percent in 1950 and  1954. 

The decrease of almost a million in the number of comnaercial farms 
in the South was a much more rapid decline than was  recorded in other 
broad regions of the  country.     This  decrease in the South is reflected 
largely in reductions in the number of cropper units.     On the basis of 
management units rather than census farms,   the decrease of a half mil- 
lion for the South is roughly comparable to the decrease shown for other 
regions of the  country. 

Noncommercial farms,   as defined in this analysis of trends,  are com- 
prised of part-time and residential farms and subsistence farms.     Part- 
time and residential farms are those farms with total farm sales of less 
than $2, 500 where the major source of money income or employment is 
from off-farm sources.    Subsistence farms are those on which farm sales 
of less than $250 are the major source of cash income of the farm fam- 
ilj^.     Part-time and residential farms have increased by nearly 600,000. 
Subsistence farms,   which numbered more than a half million in  1930 and 
1940,   declined steadily for the next 15 years.     In 1954,   they numbered 
less than 200, 000. 

The increase in part-time farming is associated with growth of the 
nonfarm sector of the economy and the greater availability of jobs in 
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local industries,   trades,   and services*     The number of part-time  and 
residential farms  as  classified in this  report reached a numerical peak 
in 1950.     The  absolute numbers of these farms  declined between  1950 
and 1954, but the proportion they comprise of all farms increased slightly 
because of the reduction in the total number of farms. 

Most of the increase in part-time farming has been in the South,   where 
part-time ajid residential farms nearly doubled between 1930 and  1950* 
In 1954,   these farms  comprised two-fifths of all farms «     In the rest of 
the United States,   about a fourth of the farms were classified as part- 
time  and residentialo 

Commercial farms were fewer in number but larger in size in 1954 
than they were  25 years  earliero     Mechanization of farming operations 
and other technological improvements in farm production practices have 
resulted in substantial increases in the size of farms.     This is true 
when farms are measured by either volume of farm sales or acreage 
handled.     The average value of farm sales per commercial farm (valued 
at  1954 prices)  increased from $3,400  in  1930 to $7,500  in  1954o    The 
average acreage per commercial farm rose from 220 to 336 acres dur- 
ing this period. 

At the upper end of the size scale,   there has been a threefold in- 
crease in the number of farms with sales of $25, 000 or more (valued 
at 1954 prices).     These larger units in commercial agriculture are not 
numerous.     In 1954,   they comprised only 4 percent of the  commercial 
farms but accounted for about 30 percent of the farm marketings. 

The number of smaller units in commercial agriculture (those with 
farm sales  of $250 to $2,499,   valued at  1954 prices)  decreased from 
nearly 3  million in  1930 to  1  million in 1954.     Many of the farms in- 
cluded in this  category in earlier years increased their market sales 
and were grouped in   higher sales  categories  in later years.     Others 
took up part-time farming or left farnaing entirely. 

Commercial farms between these two extremes in size of business 
(those with farm sales of $2, 500 to $25, 000,   valued at  1954 prices) 
comprised a higher proportion of commercial farms in  1954 than at any 
time in the previous  25 years. 

Of particular interest in the  current setting are  changes in the number 
of commercial family farms.     The trend toward larger commercial farms 
has been viewed with apprehension by many who fear its  effect on the 
family-farm structure.     Increases in farm size are taken by some   per- 
sons to forebode  an increase in the use of hired labor in farming and 
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an associated increase in a farßa population ^wit^       eqaiity in farm own- 
ership or managenoent decisions^     T%i with long 
cial values of Ihe Arnericaii people,   who ^regard the family farm as one 
of the bulwarks of a stable and pr^^ 

The study reported here also views growth in farm, size m relation 
to changes in the productive work capacity of the farm family labor force. 
A major preniise is that comparable growth in farnisize^^ was to be ex- 
pected during a period in which Irnproved farming methods nearly doubled 
the work capacity of farni labor.     The question of growth in iarm size 
as it relates to the family farm in this ^proach is whether this growth 
in volume of business has been Inore or less  consistent with the extent 
to which new farining techniques h^tve meant greater control by the farm 
family over other production resources. 

When viewed in this way,   fanoily farm^ appear to be holding their own. 
The number of operations that are larger than family size^haa de creas ed» 
Although their number decreased,   along with the  overall decline in com^- 
mercial farm nuïnbers,   family farms and large-scale farms made up 
about the  same proportion of commercial farms in 1954 as Äey had a 
quarter of a century earlier.     Moreover,   there has been no tendency 
toward increasing concentration of farmland or na^arket sales on the larg- 
er units.      Farmland  and niarket sales  were  divided in approximately 
similar proportions between large -scale and family farms in each of the 
years for which data were available for making these estimates.     Since 
1940,   there is evidence that operators of family farms iiave made à slight 
gain over those of large-scale farnis in coxitrollinglaiid resources and 
market sales.     However,   this evidence is not conclusive. 

Recent trends^ indicate that the nuniber and inaportance of fanally farms 
have been affected largely many adjustment probleins thart; are 
found on the sncialler units in comniercial agriculture rather than by the 
encroa.chment of large-scd.e farnung.     Technological improvements in 
farm production practices have been associated with increasing^ disparity 
l^etween the largest and s mallest sizes of far ms.     The substantial shift 
of farm families from conamercial to part-time farming;   andniigration 
of others from agriculture to nonfarm occupations have resulted in-no 
appreciable improvement in the farni organization and income of naany 
small units th^trenaain in cominercia^^^^^ The proportion that 
small-scale farms are of all commercial farms has increased over the 
years.     Froni the standpoint of real incomes from farming,   the prob- 
lem of low-income farms is a chronic one» 

Realizing the difficulty of defining the family farm in concrete terms, 
the SLUthor of the study reported here has  attempted to separate,   so far 
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âs can be determined on the basis of ^rosB feni sa those farm units 
that would generally be eonsidered larger than femily size.     Also sepa- 
rated are those farms on which ineonies are very low.     It is believed 
that in each year the remaining numbers of farms may represent the 
trend in what is frequently referred to as "the  adequate family farm" or 
''the family farno^ ideal." 

It is apparent'that the number and proportion of the  eonrnieretaliarms 
that meet these specifLeations liave varied Gönslderably through time. 
Scale of operation imposes an upper limit that has held fairly cc^stant 
over the years.     Biit determination of the ^^i^^        of family farms with 
inedium to high incomes introduces variations concerning the extent to 
which their numbers depend on external economic factors over which the 
farm families have little control.     PriceB for farm products,   the rela- 
tive cost to farmers of itenis used in farm production and for family 
living,  and the availability of profitable job alternatives outside agricul- 
ture liave an essential part in deteraa^lning thé number and importance of 
fairdly farms with niediuni to higfr to 
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THE BACKGROUND 

Changes In numbers and sizes of farnas in the United States have always 
been of general interest.     This is natural for a Nation whose economic 
history is tied closely to an agricultural origin«     This interest may have 
been kindled in the earliest settlement on the Atlantic seaboard.     It was 
nurtured in the basic philosophy of an infant government,   which visual- 
ized widespread private ownership and control of land.     This philosophy 
shaped the settlement of each succeeding land frontier and largely deter- 
mined the present structure of Anaerican agriculture.     The pattern of 
farming that evolved -the predominance of family operations - remains 
a dominant characteristic of agriculture in this  country.     What and how 
much to produce,   when to market,   and the entire range of production 
decisions,   for the most part,   are vested in several million highly com- 
petitive farm units.     In the modern economic environment,   farnaing re- 
mains the stronghold of small enterprises,   which function in an almost 
classically competitive agricultural market. 

Much of the  current interest in nunabers  and sizes  of farnas  stems 
from concern over the ability of this basic structure to withstand the 
stresses and strains of a changing world.     The apparent growth in farm 
size in recent years and the reduction in farm numbers have caused 
many persons to wonder whether fanaily farms  are  giving way to large- 
scale employer units,     ''Factories in the field, '*  with their attendant sep- 
aration of management and labor,   and accumulations of land into rela- 
tively few large holdings  are feared by some persons to be a probable 
result of the technological revolution that is taking place in agriculture. 
The increasing investment needed and the larger cash costs that are as- 
sociated with modern,   highly specialized,   commercially oriented agri- 
culture have raised questions as to the ability of operators of family 
farms to compete in the adoption of new techniques intended to raise ef- 
ficiency and output.     The continuing problem of low farm incomes in a 
substantial segment of agriculture points to the fact that many farm fam- 
ilies have not shared in the technological gains that have characterized 
recent decades.     It is in this setting of apprehension over the future of 
the family farm that attention is focused on changes in the size structure 
of American agriculture. 

Changes in numbers and sizes of farms are subject to varied inter- 
pretations. This is largely because of the differences in concepts and 
definitions. It stems also from the failure of many persons to recog- 
nize and understand the changing role of agriculture in a dynamic envi- 
ronment. Certain terms used in descriptions and discussions of farm- 
ing have different meanings to different people.     The definition of a 
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large or small farm,   for example,   depends on the perspective in which 
it is viewed»     Similarly,   the phrase "family farm"  has  connotations that 
may imply one thing to some people  ajid something quite different to 
others.     In addition,   these terms are subject to the modifications of 
time.     They have taken on new ineanlngs under the impact of socialand 
technologicai changes. 

Farm size is  a relative term.     What may be a large farm to a per- 
soh in the Eastern United States,   especially if measitred in acres^  might 
well be thought of as  an operation of only modeBt size to someone reared 
In the Great Plains or the Far West.     What this  sanae easterner thinks 
of as a small farm,   his parents may have thought a larger operation a 
generation ago.     The diversity of agrieulture,   as well as its constant 
change,   reduces the ternîinology of size to relativity in both place  and 
time« 

The term "family farm" has  also ^neant different things to different 
people in different places and different times.     To one person,   it may 
mean the farm on which he was  reared;  to another^   itmay mean the 
farm he aspires to own.     On the one hand,   the term "family farm*- is 
used to describe the several niillion farms  on which farm families work 
and live.     This may be thought of as the ïanuly farm in reality.     On 
the ^her hand,   the term is used to express  a number of implied values 
and goals to which farm people aspire.     In the interest of definition, 
this concept is referred to as the "fanaily fsarm ideaL'*    This dual use 
of the term has  resulted in confusion.     In reality,   the family farm fre- 
quently differs  considerably from the family f^        ideal. 

As a Nation,   we are convinced that the family farm is a desirable 
objective of public policy.     It is cited frequenily as symbolic of the Amer- 
icsui way of life.     Even so/  the family farrctliaus never been defined pre- 
cisely.     If we as  a Nation have decided that the family farm is to be 
preserved as the basic unit in our farm structure,   it is  essential that 
the tvpes of operations we wish to encourage be defined and classified 
(8).   L'    It is  necessary that we know the impact of recent changes  on 
the numbers of operations and their r^elative stability. 

There are no compelling reasons why the family farm should elude 
definition,   as it is a structural characteristic of our farm economy, 
Farms of this kind furnish honaes  and occiipartions ^f^ million 
farm familles.     The ideals  and the goals for which these families strive 
probably do not differ from the ideals  and goals of those who earn their 

1/   Figures in parentheses refer to Literature Cited,   page 73. 
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living in other occupationSo     The structure has changed,   however,   and 
no doubt the common goals  are subject to modifícation as each unfolding 
horizon holds new promise. 

Economic progress in the United States is associated with a continu* 
ing need for adgustráents by farmers to me et changing conditions ^     The 
course of economic progress has had a double impact on farm farm 
They are constantly confronted by new techniques intended to increase 
yields  and decrease their needs for laboTp     At the same time,   largely 
as a result of tiielr own increases m agricultural production^   farm fam- 
ilies are faced With the fact that fewer   people are needed on iartns to 
produce the foods and fibers for an expanding nonfarm population.   Farm 
products constitute largely the necessities of life.     As real incomes of 
the population increase and the basic needs for foods  and fibers are met, 
consumers do not increase their purchases of agricultural products in 
proportion to their purchases of other commodities «     In an expanding 
economy,   it is thus that economic activity is directed toward the other 
goods and services that comprise overall levels of livingv     This is the 
essence of economic progress,   which depends on the  capacity of a suc- 
cessively smaller proportion of the work force to produce the necessi- 
ties of life,   thus  releasing workers to fabricate the luxuries^ 

During the rapid economic growth and devela experienced by the 
United States in recent decades,   pressures ^fo    adjustments on the part 
of farm people have been ucute«     An understanding of the^inagnitude and 
direction of changes  and their effect on the overall farming structure is 
essential to the setting up of policies and programs to assist farmers 
inmaking orderly adjustments in the interest of a sounder and more 
profitable agriculture»    If there is a farnily farm ideal that is shared 
by rural and cityv people alike,   it is the desire for an agriculture in 
which farm people can share fully in the increasing levels of living pro- 
vided by an expanding economye 

Early Trends in Numbers of Farms 

When the first count of farms was made in the census of 1850, farms 
were located within the boundaries of all except 11 of the present 48 
States.     Settlement of the Nation^s land frontier was well imderway.   Ex- 
plorers,   hunters^   then farmers  and settlers had already ventured to a 
tier of States west of the Mississippi River,     They were in the process 
of settling the west coast,   having bypassed the less humid plains regionSo 
In the decade that followed,   more than a half million new farms were 
added and the acreage of farmlarKi increased by a third H(table Ih   The 
westward movement was slowed somewhat in the  1860^3*     The War Be-, 
tween the States pulled into military service many young men who would 

420422 -0-57-2 
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Table 1. - Farms,   land in farms,   and population.   United States,   specified 
years,   1850-1954 

Year 
Number   ' '       Land [   Average Population 

of *             in *            ciifje^          * 

farms '      farms    ' '   of farm   ' Total ;  Farm 1^/ 

Million 
Thousands acres 

294 

Acres 

203 

Millions 

23 

Millions 

1,449 2/ 

2,044 407 199 32 2/ 

2,660 408 153 40 2/ 

4,009 536 134 50 11 
4,565 623 137 63 11 
5,737 839 146 76 11 
6,362 879 138 92 32 

6,448 956 148 107 32 

6,372 924 145 115 31 

6,289 987 157 123 31 

6,812 1,055 155 127 32 

6,097 1,061 174 132 31 

5,859 1,142 195 140 25 

5,382 1.159 216 152 25 

4,782 1,158 242 162 22 

1850 —. 

1860 — 

1870 —. 

1880 —. 

1890 — 

1900 —. 

1910 —- 

1920 —- 

1925 — 

1930 — 

1935 —. 

1940 — 

1945 — 

1950 3/ 

1954 3/ 

1/   Agricultural Marketing Service (13,   18), 
2/   Not available. 
3/   Not entirely comparable with earlier censuses because of a change in 

the census definition of a farm.    See appendix for discussion of changes in 
the census procedure. 

Bureau of the Census (17),  except as otherwise stated. 
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Kave gone west,   but Increasing coiiflict with the Indian nations in the 
plainö regions was also inaportant.     The acreage of land in farms was 
about the same in 1870 as a decade earlier,   but the nu^mber of farms in- 
creased,   as an aftermath of the war,   partly because of the breakdown of 
the southern plantation system. 

With the sue ce ssM prosecution of the I^ and aided by con- 
gressional enactment that encouraged the hom.esteading of farms^ last 
3 decades of the 19th century saw both farm iiumbers and la^ 
more than double»     In 30 yéars>   3 million farms  and 45Ö million acres 
of farmland were added.     By 1910,   the settlement of the ^ejstern land 
frontier was virtually complete,   climaxing wiiat is a historical marvel in 
mass migration.     The number of farms  continued to increase until 1920, 
which may be considered the  turning point in respect to ntumbers.     In- 
creases in total farnalanda^      that date were due mainly >to the transfer 
of public grazing làjids in the inountain^r to private ownership.  Land 
frontiers were giving way to even greater technological frontiers. 

By 1930,   the trends in farming that have characterized recent decades 
were well underway.     The  census of 1930^ showed that the number of 
farms had declined for the second consecutive  5-year period^ from the 
peak reached in 1920,     For the  most part,   the  economy of the  192ö's 
was one of general fjrosperity and high levels of employment.     The auto- 
mobile,   and other technologieal and social innovations,   hastened, perhaps, 
by World War X,   lessened the isolation of rural areas.     Gasoline trac- 
tors and related equipment were becoming available in sizes and types 
adapted for use on family-size operations.     As a result,   fewer workers 
were needed.     The Tural farm population decreased by more than a mil- 
lion during the decade of the 1920%, 

Between 1930 ajM 1935,   farninumbera^^ as a result of many 
factors associated with the depression years,   -/   Unemployment in non- 
farm sectors  and subsequent lack of nqnfarm job opportimitiea slowed 
migration from agriculture.     Many who had niigrated from agriculture 
during the preceding^ decade lost their jobs and returned to the farm. 
The pressure of population on the land created a tendency toward subdi- 
vision of farms into smaller units.     Many rural residents who had not 
done so in the previous decade raised farm products for home use to 
supplement reduced incomes.     Low farm prices  and meager expectations 
for profit halted temporarily and in some respects  reversed adjustments 
toward a more efficient agriculture. 

2/   The exact extent of the increase in farm numbers between 1930 and 
1935 is difficult to determine.    The enumeration of farms in the census of 
1935 was probably more complete in respect to coverage of small opera- 
tions than either the 1930 or 1940 censuses. 



By 1940,   the economy was working its way out of the depression that 
lingered throughout most of the 1930*s.     tinemploynaent was well above 
the  8 million mark,   but this was substantial improvement over the nearly 
13 riüllion unemployed in 1933 <appendix table  26).     Many of those un- 
employed earlier had returned to thBir jobs.     The farm population,   al- 
though it numbered about the sante aß in 1930,   was down 1.5 million 
from the  32 miHion reached in 1932-35.     The number of farms decreased 
by 700, 000 between 1935 and 1940 but,   because of the temporary rever- 
sals of the ñüdthirties,   there were only 300^000 fewer farms in 1940 
than a decade earlier^ 

Economic conditions improved in the early^orties,   then booncied in 
an economy geared to the World War II effort.     The drain from agri^ 
culture of young men into the Armed Forées ^and of persons to work in 
defénse plants and installations resulted in an unprecedented movement 
of people from farms.     Between 1940 and 1945,   the farm population de- 
creased by 6 naülion and the number of farms hy nearly 250,000, 

The decade  since  World War II has  sreeh a further reduction of nearly 
1 million farms.     The exact extent of 4:his decrease is difficult to as- 
certain because of a change in the census definition of a farm,   which 
excluded many small units with nominal proifection that would have been 
counted in earlier censuses.     Of greater significance, in respect to num- 
bers of farms are the internal eh^tngeo in structure that have tended to 
be obscured by overall nunibersr   tJoinmercial farms have become larger 
and fewer in number.     At the same time,   an increasing proportion of 
farm families do^ not depend primarily on faryning for a livelihoodr 

Growth in the agricultural sector has bjeehaccoxnpa^ change in 
the nature and purpose of individual farni units.     In general,   this change 
has taken two directions.     Many farniers have increased the scope and 
efn-ciency of their farming operations l3y applying improved techniques. 
At the same time,   the pull of job opportunities in the nonfarm sector in- 
duced others to reduce the size of their farm operations and to take up 
work in nearby towns and factories.     Now that electrification and farm- 
to-market roads have brought city cohveniences to most rural areas, 
naany city workers have moved to the country.     Some of these rural res- 
idents  raise farm products for home  use and may have a little left over 
to sell.     Merging of farm and nonfarm sectors  created a zone in farm- 
ing that is in contrast to commercial agriculture.     In this  zone,   farm- 
ing provides  only supplementary income  and plans  for farm production 
are likely to be influenced   by the considerations that affect nonfarm em- 
ployment. 
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The Economic Classification of Farms 

The economic classification of farms  developed by the Bureau of the 
Census  and the Department of Agriculture grew out of the need for a 
better means  of viewing the diversity and change that characterizes farm- 
ing in the United States.     It has proved to be useful in clarifying the con- 
eept of a farm.     The  present  economic  classification was  used for the 
first time  in the  census  of 1950,   and its use was  continued in the census 
of 1954,     Its primary objective is the separation of commercial farms 
from those operated mainly as part-time or residential units. 

Commercial farms may be defined broadly as those operated as busi- 
ness units for the purpose of providing the major source of income for 
the operator family.     The basis used for separation was the value of 
farm sales,   the extent of the operator's off-farm work,   and other non- 
farm income of the farm family.     All farms with sales of $1, 200 or 
more were considered commercial farms  (table  2).     Apparently most of 
these farms  are operated to provide  a major source of income for the 
farm family.     In addition,   farms with sales  of $250 to $1, 199 were clas- 
sified as  commercial,   provided the farm operator was not employed at 
an off-farm job as  much as   100 days during the year and provided the 
gross income from farm sales exceeded other income of the family. 

The category,   other farms,   is  comprised of farms that are not oper- 
ated primarily on a commercial basis,     ''Other farms'' include residen- 
tial,   part-time,   and abnormal farms.     Residential farms are those having 
farm sales  of less than $250.     The  small size  of business on these farms 
precludes the likelihood of their being operated to provide the major source 
of income  and employment for the operator.     Part-time farms are those 
with farm sales  of $250 to $1, 199 but whose operators work  100 or more 
days  of the year at an off-farm job or report that income received by 
the family from other sources is greater than sales from the farm.    Ab- 
normal farms  include mainly public and private institutional farms,   such 
as  college,   prison,   community,   and experiment station farms,   and graz- 
ing associations. 

The  other or noncommercial farms  are  numerous.      In  1954,   they ac- 
counted for approximately a third of all farms.     That  activity on these 
farms is not oriented to commercial agriculture may be seen in the rela- 
tively small volume of farm sales,   which in  1954  amounted to only 2 per- 
cent of all farm products  sold. 

The  economic classification of farms is a stride forward.    Defining 
farms  as to major purpose or activity has removed many of the cobwebs 
that in the past have obscured trends  in farming.     It has given new form 
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Table 2» - Number and percentage of farms and proportion of market sales, 
by economic class.  United States,   1954 

Economic class 
Value 

;             of 
sales 

'    Number 
;         of 
[    farms      ' 

Percentage|Pereeiitage 
[      of all     * of market 

farms     '     sales 

Commercial farms: 
Class I  
Class IT    

Dollars 

:25,000 and over 
:10, 000-24, 999 
:   5,000-9,999 
:   2, 500-4, 999 

1,200-2,499     ' 
.1/   250-1,999 

■ Thousands     Percent       Percent 

:            134              2. 8                 31.3 
:            449              9.4                 26.9 
:            707            14.8                 20.5 
:            812            17.0                 12.1 

763            16.0                    5.7 
462              9.7                    1.4 

Class III  
Class IV   
Class V  
Class VI  

Total— —- ; —         ! 3, 327            69. 6                 98. 0 

Other farms:                     ¡ 
Part-time ; 
Residential : 
Abnormal 2/ : 

1/   250-1,199    \ 
Under 250    : 

575            12.0                 -1.5 
878            18.3                      .3 

3                 .1                      .3 

Total  ;               '. 1,455            30.4                    2.Ô 

All census farms - ] —         ! 4,782          100.0               100.0 

1/   Farms with sales  of $250 to $1,199 were  classifíed as part-time 
if the operator worked off the farm as much as  100 days,   or if other 
income of the operator family exceeded farm sales. 

2/   Public and private institutional farms,   experiment stations,   and 
so on. 

Bureau of the Census (17). 

and meaning to comparisons of income and of efficiency both within agri- 
culture and between the farm and nonfarm sectors of the economy.   Com- 
mercial farms are the going concerns in agriculture.     They produëe 
most of the products for sale  and account for about two-thirds  of the 
total number of places  enumerated as  farms o     The  separation of com- 
mercial farms from part-time and residential units defines two distinct 
sectors  within agriculture with marked differences in économie interests 
and environment. 
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EcoriomiÍG Classes of Coirmiereial Farms 

Dividing commercial farms into economic classes provides a useful 
measure of the relative importance of different sizes of farm operations. 
Six size Glasses of farins are designatect on the basis of valxie of farm 
sales.     Class I farros are the relatively few units that had sales  amount- 
ing to $25/000  or more.     In 1954,   there ^ere only 134, OOa of Äeseiarms., 
Nationally,   they compris ed only 3 per cent of the farms in  19^54^ out ^hey 
produced nearly a third of the market output.     As a group,   tKey ure 
characterized by lughlnvestnients per farm and per worker and by rela- 
tively large expenditures for hired labor. 

Farms  in economic classes II,   HI,   and IV comprise the bulk of com- 
merciaL agriciüturey  in ternas of botlv nunaber of farms  and volume of 
sales.     By and large,   these represent the family-size farms long con- 
sidered to be the backbone of American agriculture.    Half pftthe  eom- 
mercial farms are included in these classes^   and they produced about 
two-thirds of the farm products sold^^i^^^ Class II farms reported 
sales of $10, 000 to $24^^99; class III farms had farm sales of $5, OÍM) 
t;o $9,999; and class IV farms sold farm products valued at f2,50û to 
$4,999. 

Appr^oximately^ I. 2 million of the commercial farms had sales of less 
than $2, 500 and are In classes V and VI.     These small comnaereial 
farms produced only around 7  percent of the farm products in 1954.    At 
^e same time,   th^ accounted for 40 percent of the number of commer- 
cial farms.     Most farm families with chronically lew incomes are found 
on these farms.     The small size of the farm business ordinaurily^^ 
not provide adequate employment for the family labor force.?   Class V 
farms reported sales of $1, 200 to 42^'*9^ a^ VI farras h^ sales 
f anging froni 4250 to $î,^^fô^ the operators  of class  Vr 
farms did not work at an off-farm jofe as much as 100 days in the year, 
and farm saies were greater than the inccm^    received by the family 
from other sources. 

As mentioned previously,^  the census economic classification of farms 
lïaus proved useful in analyses of the structural characteristics of farra,- 
ing.     As this classification of farms is available only in the censuses 
of 1950 and  1954,  Mwever,   its use in amalysis of changes in farming 
has been limited.     In the study reported here an econonaic classification 
of ïarms was developed for the period  1930 to 1954.     TMs Was done 
with the objective of examining^ the structural changes in farming that 
took place during this period.     These changes are interpret^edbin respect 
to their interrelations with technological developments in agriculture and 
growth of the economy generally. 
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Value of Farm Sales as a Measure of Size 

Classifieation by value of sales  admittedly has  shortcomings  as  a 
measure of size.     Most important perhaps is that classification on the 
basis of gross rather than net sales fails to take account of the differ- 
ences in purchased inputs.     This is particularly important when compari- 
sons  are made between different types of farms.     Poultry farmers,   for 
example,   ordinarily have expenses for feed that amount to a considerable 
proportion of their sales,   whereas cotton farmers characteristically have 
low purchased inputs  relative to s ales,     Classification by gross sales 
does not take  account of the  relative difference in productiveness  of the 
two enterprises. 

In addition,   the classification of farms by value of sales in any given 
year gives a distorted picture because of farms that,   according to fac- 
tors  of chance,   have higher or lower than noxmal production or sales 
from inventories o     The market output of individual farms may vary con- 
siderably from year to year,   even though in respect to  capital,   labor 
and  enterprises,   the farm organization may remain relatively stable over 
a period of years.      This  may be because  of fluctuations  in yield that 
arise because of weather or other conditions of production,   or because 
of larger or smaller than normal sales from livestock inventories.    Thus, 
if classifieation is made in any one year,   farms with similar levels of 
production over a period of years may not fall into the same size class. 

It is difTicult to measure the exact effect of these transitory factors. 
Production conditions in a particular year frequently affect  certain size 
groups  more than others.    Farms  affected by abnormal conditions in pro- 
duction of wheat,   for example,   differ in size from those  affected by ab- 
normal conditions in production of cotton.     Similarly,   cycles  in produc- 
tion and sales of beef cattle may affect a different size of farm than cy- 
cles in production of hogs. 

Classification of farms  by normal product added would perhaps  ap- 
proach an ideal measure of size for grouping farms of differing types 
under diverse conditions  of production.     Normal product added would 
correct both for differences in input-output relationships  and for annual 
abnormalities in conditions  of production.     In the absence of data avail- 
able for such a classification,   however,   it is  believed that classification 
by gross value of sales is the best alternative for measuring farm size. 
It is probable that for large groups  of farms,   distribution by value  of 
production and value of product added would not differ substantially.   The 
effect of classification by product added would be to decrease the total 
dispersion.     Likewise,   classification by normal production rather than 
by production in any one year would result in some decrease in dispersion. 
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To sum up,   the major limitations in use of farm sales as a measure of 
size are that (1) it exaggerates the number of extremely large and ex- 
tremely small farms,   and (2) it does not permit minute comparisons of 
size differentials between regions of markedly different types of farming, 
unless the different input-output relationships  are recognized. 

Use of farm output as a measure of size has the advantage of both 
convenience  and availability of data.     A farm»s  contribution to the total 
production process  may readily be  reduced to terms of constant volumes 
of physical production by taking account of price changes.     Also, dollar 
values  are adaptable to deflation for changes in overall levels  of farm 
output,   an essential element in making relative  size comparisons  in dif- 
ferent time periods.    Use of the economic  classification of farms as a 
base point has  as an advantage the widespread acceptance of this classi- 
fication by professional agricultural workers  as well as the general public. 

Classification of Farms  Used in This Report 

Developing an economic classification of farms for earlier years was 
essentially that of (1)  adjusting the value intervals for changes that have 
taken place in price levels  for farm commodities,   (2)  interpolating to 
determine numbers in similar physical output size groups,   and  (3)  sepa- 
rating  commercial farms  from part-time  and residential units  on the ba- 
sis  of off-farm work of the operator and other income of family mem- 
bers  (table 3). 

In the process  of developing an economic  classification over time, 
some  modifications were  made in the census  classification of 1950  and 
1954.     This was done to obtain a better measure of changes in the num- 
ber of commercial farms as  compared with part-time  and residential 
farms.     The  census economic classification included as  commercial all 
farms with sales  of $1,200 and over.     In the classification developed in 
the study reported here,   farms  with sales  of $1,200 to $2,499 were 
classed as  commercial only if the farm operator did not work off the 
farm as  much as   100 days  and if farm sales  exceeded family income 
from other sources.     As  a result,   more than  200,000 farms included 
as commercial in the  census  classifications of 1950 and  1954 were clas- 
sified  as  part-time  in the  classification developed here. 

To obtain a better measure of changes  in part-time and residential 
farms,   the census category of residential farms  (sales of less than $250) 
was  examined to provide a category of subsistence farms.     Subsistence 
farms  are those on which farm sales  of less  than $250  apparently rep- 
resent the major source of income for the operator family. 

420422 -O -57 -3 
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Table 3.^ Valu^ of sales intervals AISed in^ te and 1954 census eco- 
nonaic classification and their^e^^ for specified 
earlier census years. United States 1/ 

Economic i Value of sales 
class of    *——— ___—__—_^...^ . \^  

éommercial"   incñ      j imr^i ' <>.«« ' ' _^^      :   lasa and 1954 : 1930 : 1940 : 1945 
-   ■ -."-    _ -: • •        - -  -^ '   -• "        : 

•       Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 

Glass I—— ;25,000 and over 14,850 and over 9,550 and over 19,775 and over 

Glass n — ;10, 000-24,999      5,940wl4,84t 3,820-9,449 7,910^19,774 

Glass III —;   5,000- 9, 999      2,970-5,939 1,910-3,819 3,955-7,909 

Glass IV —;  2, 500- 4, 999      1, 485- 2,969 955-1,909 1,975- 3/954 

Glass V-*-•!, 2O0- 2,499 715-1,484 460-954 950-1,974 

Glass VI —;       250-1,199 150-714 95-459 195-949 

1/   Goniputed by dividing, the Î/950 a^ intervals by an index 
of prices received by farmers for farm commodities.     See appendix for 
explanation of procedure used in determining numbers of farms,   1929-44. 

In addition,   an estimate wa? made of the number of farms that would 
have been excluded in earlier censuses had: the more restrictive  1950 
and, 1954 census definition erf a farm been used. 

Gommerclal farms were examined for ehanges in relative size and 
in real net income from farming.     An attempt ; was m^de to separate 
large-scale farms from those that might be ;cjönsidereä family size. Also, 
family farms we re examined to separate those that in the current s etting' 
Ordinarily would be thought of as inadequate in terms of productive em- 
ployment and income.     These modifications and estimates are discussed 
later in this report and explained in detail in the appendix. 
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TRENDS IN FARMING BY ECONOMIC  CLASS,   1930-.54 ^ 

The years  1930 to 1940 

Between  1930  and  1940,   the total number of farms decreased by 
300,000.     More spectacular than the decrease in number of farms dur- 
ing this period was the even greater decrease in number of cornmereiaL 
farms and the growing importance of part-time and residential farnis 
{fig.   1),     The number of commercial farms -those on which the farm 
families derived their major source of income from farrning - deereased 
by nearly half a million.     The number of part-time and residential iinits 
increased by 250,000  (table 4). 

The decrease in number of commercial farms  consisted mainly of a 
reduction in the number of smaller farms and occurred chieñy in the 
South (table  5,   appendix table  26).     The number of class V and class VI 
farms (those with sales of less than $2,500 in terms of 1954: prices) de- 
creased by half a million.      The number of class rV" farms  (sales of 
$2; 500 to $5,000)  also decreased slightly,   but this was  compensated for 
by increases in the larger output groups.     With implementation of acre- 
age  and production controls  and with the increasing mechanization of 
farming operations,   fewer workers were needed.     Sharp cutbacks in 
aGreages  of cotton and  tobacco displaced  many  cropper operators through- 
out the South and  changed the work status  of others.      The miniber of 
cropper units decreased by more than 200,000  (table 6)>     This accounted 
for much of the decrease in the number of small farms as well a^th 
slight increase in the number of larger farms  in the South during this 
period. 

The  adjustment process  in agriculture operates in response to many 
factors.     It  creates what is  often described as  the push of people from 
the farm and the pull of people  from farming to other occupations.   The 
push is  composed of factors  that decrease labor needs  and,   for a given 
organization,   decrease  returns to the human agent.     The pull depends 
on the availability and attractiveness  of nonfarm employment.     Both 
iorces are  conditioned by the standards  of value and the psychological 
attitudes toward change held by the persons involved.     By necessity. 

3/   The censuses  of 1930,   1940,   1945,   and  1950 were taken in the 
winter or early spring of those years.     The total number of farms was 
taken as  of the date of enumeration,   but production and,   hence,   classi- 
fication by value  are based on the preceding calendar year.     As the 
census  of 1954 was taken in the fall,   both farm numbers  and value  of 
production relate  to the calendar-year  1954. 
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Table 4. - Number of farms by eGOhomic class.  United States,  specified 
years, 1929-54 

Economic          '-    'ff^''^^^^^     '' 
class               :     < 1^54 prices)       : 

Number of farms 

1929   • 1939   • 1944   ; 1949   ; 1954 

Dollars 

Commercial farms:   :                                     : 
Class I :     25,000 and over : 
Class II •     10 000-24.999 

Thou.    Thou.    Thou.    Thou.    Thou. 

47          60          91        103        134 
205        252        347        381        449 

Class III —:       5,000- 9,999     : 
Class IV —-—-„:       2,500- 4,999     : 
Class V - -:2/  1,200- 2,499     : 
Class VI —:2/      250-1,199     : 

560        585        723        721        707 
1,078    1,015        976        882        811 
1,274    1,070        867        &61         536 
1, 559    1,283        937        717        463 

Total 3/ ———;              —-              ; 4,723    4,265   3,941    3,465    3,100 

Noncommercial           ' 
farms:                        " 
Part-time and 
residential——•4/Under 2, 500       ' 

Subsistence — — -"2/Under 250            ' 
924    1, 181    1,345    1,670    1, 507 
556 '     504        393        247        175 

Total ———; .1,480    1,685    1,738    1,917    1,682 

Excluded by revised ; 
definitions/ [ ;       86        147        180      —- 

All census            ] 
farms    -'                  • 6, 289    6,097    5. 859    5, 382    4, 782 

1/ Value intervals in early years cieñated to 1954 level of prices received 
byTarmers for farm products.    See appendix for details of method used. 

2/ With operator not working off the farm as much as 100 days and farm 
sales greater than income of family members from off-farm sources. 

3/ In this and subsequent tables,  4, 000 farms classified as abnormal in 
1949 and 2, 000 so classified in 1954 are included.    These farms,  public and 
private,  institutional/ experiment station,  and so on,  were not separated 
in earlier censuses.    They are therefore included in census data for earlier 
years also. 

4/ With operator working off the farm 100 or more days,  or other income 
of family members exceeding sales from the farm. 

5/ Farms listed in earlier censuses that would not have met the minimum 
criTeria used in the censuses of 1950 and 1954.    See appendix for details of 
procedure for estimating. 
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Table  5, Number and percentage of specified economic classes  of commercial farms.   United States 
and major geographic divisions,   specified years,   1929-54 

NUMBER OF FARMS 

Geographic division 
and economic 
class of farm 
 ^    Í/ 

United States: 
Class I -————-_--. 
Classes U,   III,   and IV-^. 
Glasses V and VI  

All commercial farms - 

North and West; 
Glass I --^-^--. 
Glasses II,   m,   and IV—- 
Classes V and VI——  

AH commercial farms - 

South: 
Class I . _- 
Classes H,   111,   and IV— 

Classes V and VI --——■ 

All commercial farms - 

Value of sales 
(1954 prices)      '   1929 

2/ • 
1939 1944 1949    •   1954 

Dollars Thou,      Thou.      Thou,      Thou.      Thou. 

25,000 and over ' 47 60 91 103 134 
2, 500-24, 999       '   1, 843       1, 852       2, 046       1, 984       1  967 

3/     250-a, 499 : ^, 833       2, 353       1, 804       1,377 999 

4,723       4,265       3,941       3,465       3,100 

25, 000 and over ' 37 44 71 75 98 
2,500-24,999      Vt,386       1,340       1,461       1,429       1,364 

3/     25a^2,49a '1,050 9t)7 595 468 354 

2,473       2,291       2,127       1,972      1,816 

25,000 and over ^ 10 
2,500-24,999      i      457 

3/     250-2,499 : 1,783 

16 20 
512 585 

1,446       1,209 

28 
556 
909 

36 
603 
645 

PERCENTAGE OF FARMS 
2; 250       U974       1,814       1,493       1,284 

United States; 
Class I ^—- ——„. 
Classes n,   HI,   and IV^--. 
Glasses V and VI--—  

All commercial farms -- 

North and West: 
Glass I -—-—————-- 
Classes n,   HI,   and IV-  
Classes V and VI —  

All commercial farms -- 

Southr 
Glass I — 
Glasses 11,   m,   and IV— 
Glasses V and VI -——— 

All commercial farms 

Dollars 

25, 000 and over 
2,500-24-999 

3/      250-.2,499 

'Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

1.0 
39.0 
60. 0 

1.4 
43.4 
55. 2 

2.3 
51.9 
45.8 

3.0 
57,6 
39.4 

4.3 
63. 5 
32.2 

100.0  100,0  100.0  100,0  100.0 

25,000 and over 
2,500-24,999 

3/  250-2,499 

1.5 
56. 0 
42.5 

1.9 
58i5 
39.6 

3.3 
68.7 
28.0 

3.9 
72.7 
23.4 

5,4 
75.1 
19.5 

100.0       100.0       100.0       100.0       100.0 

25,000 and over * ,4 ^ g 
2, 500^24; 999       ;°    20.3 25.9 

3/     250-2,499 '79.3 73.3 

1.1 
32.2 
66,7 

1.9 
37.3 
60.8 

2.8 
47.0 
50.2 

1ÔX).0       100.0       100.0       100.0       100.0 

y  The geographic divisions include the following regions and States:   North;   New England- Maine, 
New Hampshire, Vermont,  Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut; Middle Atlantic - New York, New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania; East North Central - Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin; West North 
Central - Minnesota, Iowa,  Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas; West:   Mountain - 
Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico,  Arizona, Utah, Nevada; Pacific - wShTngton, Oregon 
California; South:   South Atlantic - Delaware,  Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia 
North Carolina, South Garolina, Georgia,  Florida; East^^South Central - Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, 
Mississippi; West South Central - Arkansas,   Louisiana,  Oklahoma,  Texas. 

2/  Value intervals in earlier years deflated to 1954 levels of prices received by farmers.    See appendix 
for method used. ^^ 

3/ Excludes farms on which the operator worked off farm as much as 100 days or the income of the op- 
erator cuid family members from off-farm sources exceeded sales from the farm. 
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Table 6. - Number of cropper farms,  geographic divisions of the South, 
specified years,  1930-54 

Geographic division 
1/ 

South Atlantic 

East South Central 

West South Central  

South  

Number of cropper farms 

1930 

245 

281 

250 

776 

1940 1945 1950 

177 

232 

132 

177 

180 

90 

142 

144 

61 

541 447 347 

1954 

Thou.  Thou.  Thou.  Thou.  Thou. 

112 

115 

46 

273 

1/ For a list of States in each geographic division,   see footnote 1, 
table  5,   page  20. 

Bureau of the Census  (17), 

orderly adjustments  in agriculture  require that the pull and push operate 
simultaneously.     A poignant commentary on the process during the 1930's 
is that the push continued undiminished while the pull was virtually non- 
operative.     The reduction in numbers of small farms,   which had never 
provided socially acceptable levels of income even with favorable farm 
prices,   might have been hailed as progress if nonfarm employment had 
been generally available. 

The increase in numbers of part-time and residential farms during 
the  1930's and the slight reduction in the number of subsistence units 
indicate that some local alternatives were available.     The Works Prog- 
ress Administration and the Public Works Administration helped to ease 
the hardship.     It is probable that some of the small commercial farms 
became part-time because their operators were on a relief-Oriented gov- 
ernment payroll. 

The economic stagnation of the  1930's and the subsequent recovery 
may be likened to a dam that impedes,   overruns,   then collapses in a 
surge of pent-up energy.     At a time when advances were being made in 
the science and implements of farm production,   the combination of de- 
pressed farm prices,   a gloomy outlook,   and rigid farm costs retarded 
adoption of these new techniques by farmers.     Lack of alternatives to 
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farming resulted in an actual increase  in number of persons per farm 
and a decrease in income per capita at a time when improvements in 
transportation and communications  were bringing rural people increas- 
ingly under the influence of urban tastes  and customs. 

The World War U Years 

The World War II years  are generally considered to be some oï the 
more striking years in terms of changes in farming.     This is true in 
contrast with the  1930's.     During the  1940's, the total number of census 
farms decreased by only 238, 000 but the number of commercial farms 
decreased by 324,000.     The decrease in number of commercial farms 
was partly offset by an increase of 164,000 in the number of part-time 
and residential units. 

In the  1940-45 period,   farmers stepped up production on existing 
acreages.     The period was marked as well by consolidation of farms 
into larger units.     An all-out need for production of food stimulated the 
rapid adoption on farms  of a variety of production innovations. Inaproved 
varieties of seed and increased use of commercial fertilizers boosted 
crop yields.     Profitable investments were made in better strains of breed- 
ing stock to upgrade herds  and flocks.     In conjunction with modern ma- 
chinery and mechanical power,   these developments  enabled a shrinking 
farm-labor force to respond with a tremendous  surge in production. 
The physical volume of farm products marketed for sale increased by 
slightly more than a fourth (table  7).     As the number of commercial 
farms decreased by 324,000,   this  meant that,   on the average,   the  phys- 
ical volume of marketings per commercial farm increased by about a 
third.     Measured in terms  of business volume,   this was  an unprecented 
increase in the size of farm operations. 

Farms with sales of $5,000 or more (measured in terms of 1954 
prices)  increased by 30 percent; those with sales  of $10, 000 or more by 
40 percent.     This was  accompanied by a decrease in numbers of class 
V and class VI farms of nearly half a million,   and a slight decrease in 
numbers of class IV farms  (fig.   2). 

The substantial increase in the number of farms in the large volume 
of sales  categories  between  1940  and  1945 may need some  explanation 
at this point.     The  reduction in commercial farm numbers  and the shift- 
ing of farms  into higher output  categories  might give  the  reader an im- 
pression that during this period there was  a strong tendency toward con- 
solidation of farms  and concentration of farmland into larger acre age 
units.     Some enlargement of farms took place through consolidation^ but 
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Table 7« - Index numbers of farm production, farm output,  farm labor,  and 
farm output per man-hour.  United States,  specified years,  1929-54 

(1947-49 = 100) 

Year 

Feed     • :   Man- 
:A11 live- : used by : hours of, :   Farm 

All : stock and : farm :    Farm   ; labor •   output 
crops : livestock : horses    • ;     output.  ' used for per 

: products ; and       ; farm-   . ■man-hour 
mules     ; •   work     : 

79 77 227 74 136 54 

82 85 171 80 121 66 

96 105 140 97 120 81 

101 103 90 101 97 104 

101 117 51 108 86 126 

1929 

1939 

1944 

1949 

1954 

Changes  in Farm Production and Efficiency (15). 

indications  are that increases  in output were predominately a result of 
increased output per acre.     Production was  intensified on farms  by put- 
ting more of the land into harvested  crops  and pasture and obtaining 
higher yields per crop acre  and per animal unit. 

A simple portrayal of this is  obtained by picturing the  25-percent in- 
crease in output  as  applying equally to all farms.     It is  obvious  that 
there would be a substantial movement of farms  into higher value  cate- 
gories.     In reality,   however,   the  assumption of equal increases  in in- 
tensity per acre  among size groups is  not sufficient.     Indications are 
that  considerably greater increases  in intensity of farming operations 
took place on the smaller units   (6).   Operators of these unit had lagged 
in adopting new techniques,   and their response to high farm prices was 
a rapid  assimilation of modern practices«      The  larger farms,   which 
were  more up to date,   did not have  as  far to go«     In fact,   labor short- 
ages  affected the larger farms more than the smaller units,   which de- 
pended primarily on family labor.     This  may have  resulted in shifts to 
more  extensive  enterprises  on some  of the larger units.     In the attempt 
to  explain and develop a dynamic measure of size,   these  and similar 
developments  are discussed more fully later in this  report. 

420422 -O -57 -4 
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From War to Peacetime - Production 

The high levels  of production brought forth by World War II were sur- 
passed in the years that followed.     The slogan,   "food to win the peace" 
supplanted the slogan,   "food to win the war"  and farm prices were high 
because  of the demand for food by the hungry peoples  of Europe.    Mech- 
anization of farms  continued at an even more rapid pace  as farm machin- 
ery,   scarce during the war,   became  available in increasing quantity. 
Farm population,   which had declined by 6 million during the World War 
II years,   increased in the years  immediately following as  many service- 
men and defense-plant workers  returned to farms.     This  increase was 
only temporary,   however,   and by  1950 the farm population was back to 
about the same level as in 1945. 

The trend toward larger  commercial farms  continued because  of fur- 
ther increases  in production per acre,   as  well as  consolidation of farms 
into larger acreage units.     The preceding decade had seen the accumu- 
lation on farms of a great quantity and variety of mechanical equipment, 
and by  1950,   horseless farming was  well on its way to becoming a real- 
ity.     Farmers  who had bought tractors  and  related machines often found 
that they could handle  additional acreages with the  same equipment and 
with the  same  or a smaller labor force.     Many obtained additional land 
nearby to enlarge their farms  and others  rented or bought larger acre- 
age units.     It is  probable that the trend toward larger sizes of business 
during these years  was due  more  to  enlargement of the  acreage  in farms 
than to increased output per acre.     Farm output increased by only 4 per- 
cent.     Compared with the phenomenal increase  of nearly a fourth during 
the   5 preceding years,   this  was  a small increase. 

Data on number of farms  by size of acreage  groups bear this  out to 
some  extent (table  8).     Increases  in numbers  of farms in the larger 
acreage  classes have been at a fairly constant rate since  1940.     The in- 
crease in size of acreage between 1940 and  1945 resulted partly from 
an increase of about 80 million acres in land in farms.     A major part 
of this  occurred in the grazing areas of the West through sales of public 
lands   to private owners.     The  average  size of all census farms  increas- 
ed by about  20  acres  in each  5-year period between 1940  and  1950,   but 
the  average acreage per commercial farm showed a slightly greater in- 
crease during the later forties than during the World War II years 
(table  9). 

The decrease in total number of farms,   when allowance is  made for 
the  change in the  census definition of a farm,   was about 300,000 be- 
tween 1945 and  1950 as  compared with 270,000 in the  5 preceding years. 
The number of commercial farms,   however,   decreased by nearly a half 
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Table 8. - Number of farms by size of acreage group. United States, 
specified years,  1930-54 

NUMBER OF FARMS 

Item ;      1930       ;      1940       ;      1945       '      1950       •'   1954 3_/ 
' • • • • • 

• Thousands   Thousands   Thousands   Thousands   Thousands 

Under 10 acres — : 359 

10-49 acres ___— :     2, 000 

50-99 acres :     1,374 

100-179 acres —: 1/1, 388 

180-259 acres ~—:lJ    476 

260-499 acres-—: 451 459 473 478 482 

500-999 acres- — ! 160 164 174 182 192 

506 595 485 484 

1,780 1, 654 1, 478 1,213 

1, 291 1,157 1,048 864 

1, 279 1,200 1,103 953 

517 493 487 464 

1, 000 acres 
a rj ri nvp r* -.. . . . 81 _101 113 121 130 

All census 
farms --—. --: 6, 289 6, 097 5,859 5, 382 4,782 

AVERAGE SIZE OF FARM 

All census 
farms  

Gommercial 
farms .--_- 

— : 

Acres 

157 

2/ 

Acres 

174 

220 

Acres 

195 

255 

Acres 

215 

3/300 

Acres 

242 

3/336 

y  Corrected for comparability with more  recent census data. 
2/  Not available, 
3/  See table 4,   page  19,   for definition. 

Bureau of the Census  (17),   except as  otherwise  stated. 



Table 9. - Number and percentage of farms in specified economic classes.  United States and major geographic 
divisions,  specified years,   1929-54 

Geographic division 
and 

economic class 1/ 

United States: 
Commercial — 
Part-time and resi- 
dential 2/ .  

Subsistence 2/ -—-- 
Excluded by 
de finition 2/ .—. 

AU census farms - 

North and West: 
Commercial  
Part-time and resi- 
dential 2/ ---^  

Subsistence 2/  
Excluded by 
definition 2^/-- ■- 

All census farms - 

South: 
Commercial -- 
Part-time and resi- 
dential 2/ —— — _- 

Subsistence 2/  
Excluded by 
definition 2/  

All census farms - 

1930 

No. Per- 
centage 

Thou. 

4,723 

924 
556 

86 

2,473 

406 
159 

28 

518 
397 

58 

Pet. 

■75.1 

14.7 
8. 8 

1.4 

6,289   100.0 

80.7 

13. 2 
5.2 

3,066   100.0 

2,250   69.8 

16.1 
12.3 

1.8 

1940 

No, : Per- 
; centage 

Thou. 

4,265 

1,181 
504 

147 

Pet. 

69.9 

19.4 
8.3 

2.4 

6,097  100.0 

2,291 

543 
180 

76 

74.1 

17.6 
5.8 

2.5 

3,090   100.0 

1,974 

638 
324 

71 

65.6 

21.2 
10. 8 

2.4 

3,223   100.0 =3,007   100.0 = 2, 881 

1945 

No. Per- 
centage 

Thou. 

3, 941 

1,345 
393 

180 

Pet. 

67.3 

22.9 
6.7 

3.1 

5,859       100.0 

2,127 

630 
123 

98 

71,4 

21.2 
4.1 

3.3 

2,978       100.0 

1,814 

715 
270 

82 

63.0 

24. 8 
9.4 

2.8 

100.0 

1950 

No. :    Per- 
; centage 

Thou. 

3, 465 

1,670 
247 

Pet. 

64.4 

31.0 
4.6 

5,382       100.0 

1,972 72.3 

695 
64 

25.4 
2.3 

2,731       100.0 

1,493 

975 
183 

56.3 

36.8 
6.9 

2, 651       100. 0 

1954 

No. 

Thou. 

1,507 
175 

601 
47 

1,284 

906 
128 

per- 
centage 

Pet. 

3,100 64.8 

31.5 
3.7 

4,782       100.0 

1,816 73.7 

24.4 
1.9 

2,464       100.0 

55.4 

39.1 
5.5 

2,318       100.0 

I 

CSS 

1^/  For a list of regions and States in each geographic division,   see footnote  1,   table  5,   page  20. 
2/ See value of sales criteria- and footnotes to table 4,   page 19. 
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milliorio     This decrease was  partly offset by an increase of more than 
300,000 in numbers of part-time and residential units.     The decrease in 
the number of commercial farms was  almost entirely among the small 
farms  in classes V and VI.     Obviously,   many of these farms did not 
disappear frona agriculture.     They became part-time farms by virtue 
of the operator or family members having off-farm sources of income. 

Decreases in numbers  of small commercial farms  occurred  along 
with increasing numbers  of part-time and residential farms  in each geo- 
graphic  region of the  country.     In terms  of numbers,   however,   these 
decreases were of greatest importance in the South (table  9,   appendix 
table  27).     Most of the small farmis in classes V and VI are in the 
South,  and families on these low-income farms have had the greatest in- 
centive to supplement their incomes through off-farm work.     Also, the 
number of cropper units in the South (which fall predominantly within 
the  class V and class VI groups of farms) decreased by another 100,000 
during this period. 

The unprecedented growth of part-time farming was the  result of fac- 
tors associated with the general growth and development of both farm 
and nonfarm sectors  of the  economy.    The benefits  from improved tech- 
nology in farming were not shared equally by all areas or by all types 
and sizes of farms.     Hilly land and small plots limited the adaptability 
of machines in some  areas.     Operators of many small comnaercial farms 
did not find it economical to use even the smallest sizes of tractors 
and machines.     At the same time,   retail and other services in rural 
areas increased tremendously,   because of the increasing proportion of 
farm inputs purchased by farmers and the larger disposable incomes 
of farm people.     This,   along with continued expansion of industries in 
rural areas,   provided local alternatives to farming that had not existed 
before.     Earnings from farming on some of the smaller units  in agri- 
culture  could not compete with nonfarm wages,   and many farm opera- 
tors and members of their families took advantage of attractive job 
openings nearby.     Many servicemen,   whose horizons had been broad- 
ened by outside  contacts,   returned to the  farm to live,   but frequently 
took jobs in town. 

In 1950,   the number of part-time farms was larger than ordinarily 
would have been the  case because  of the number of veterans who were 
taking on-farm training under the laws  administered by the  Veterans 
Administration.     In the  1950 fiscal year,   more than 300,000 veterans 
were enrolled in the on-farm training program under Public Laws  16 
and 346 (table  10).     In addition,   many veterans lived at home  on the 
farm while taking other types  of vocational training or schooling under 
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Table 10. - Average number of veterans enrolled annually in institutional 
on-farm training under laws administered by the Veterans' Administra- 
tion, United States,  1945-55 1/ 

Fiscal 
year 

Total 
Public 
Law 
346 

Public 
Law 

16 

Public 
Law 
894 

Public 
Law 
550 

1945 

1946 

1947 

1948 

1949 

1950 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

Thousands   Thousands   Thousands   Thousands   Thousands 

0.2 

12.0 

99.8 

232.4 

309.2 

348.7 

320.8 

252.3 

135. 1 

70.6 

47.5 

0.1 

11. 5 

91.7 

208.4 

272.6 

305.6 

285.0 

229.8 

122.1 

53.2 

16. 6 

0.1 

.6 

8.2 

24.0 

36.7 

43. 1 

35.8 

22.5 

11.7 

5. 5 

2.6 

2/ 

.2 

.5 

1.1 

1.1 

11.4 

27.2 

y Public Law 346, 78th Congress (Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 
1944), is popularly known as the "GI bill" for World War II veterans.    Pub- 
lic Law 550,  82d Congress (Veterans' Readjustment Assistance Act of 1952), 
authorized education and training benefits to veterans of the Korean emer- 
gency period.    Public Law 16,  78th Congress, authorized training benefits 
for disabled World War II veterans found to be in need of vocational rehabi- 
litation.    Public Law 894,   81st Congress,   authorized an extension of Pub- 
lic Law 16 benefits for disabled veterans of the Korean emergency period. 

2/ Less than 50 veterans. 

United States Veterans' Administration. 
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the Gí bill.     Payments to veteran trainees,   in many instances,   were 
a more important source of income than sales  from the farm,   and this 
met the criterion for classification as  part-time farms. 

Contrasting the  Early with the Late Forties 

Both the total number of farms  and the number of commercial farms 
decreased more  rapidly between 1945 and 1950 than in the  5 preceding 
yearSo     This offers  a contrast to the trends in farm population.   From 
1940 to  1945,   farm population decreased by about 6 million,   but during 
the years that followed the war many persons returned to farnas.     In 
1950,   the farm population numbered about the same as it had  5 years 
earlier.     Employment of persons  on farms,   however,   declined at about 
the  same  rate during both periods  (appendix table  25),     The  rapid move- 
ment of people away from agriculture during the early forties was partly 
a catching-up process.     Many persons who would have left the farm dur- 
ing the previous decade had probably been prevented from doing so by 
the lack of employment opportunities. 

It is  also likely that other factors  of the World War II years worked 
to prevent a greater reduction in numbers of commercial farms.    Farm 
prices were good and farming was profitable as it had not been for a 
generation.     To some extent,   this offset the lure of attractive nonfarm 
wages  and salaries.     Retirement of older people from farming was de- 
layed because of the good returns from farming,   the patriotic urge to 
participate on the home front,   and the desire to -'keep the home fires 
burning*'  for sons  away in the service.     The  census  of 1945  counted a 
higher proportion of farmers  55 and older than was  counted in the census 
of either  1940 or  1950 (table  11). 

The war years were years  of caution on the part of many farm, peo- 
ple.     Psychological attitudes governing change were  conditioned by the 
fairly recent experience with a **boom or bust**  economy and the insta- 
bility of nonfarm jobs.     Much of the outmovement of persons from farm- 
ing during these years was to jobs directly connected with or  created by 
the war effort.     Many who left planned to return after the war.     Even 
when whole families left,   they were reluctant to sell the land as it rep- 
resented a degree of security not associated with employment in the 
city.     Ordinarily,   movement of people from agriculture is accompanied 
by a decrease in number of farms  and consolidation of farms into larger 
units.     Although some consolidation of farms  occurred during the war 
years,   apparently it was slower than the rapid movement of people out 
of agriculture would ordinarily have indicated. 
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Table  11. - Proportion of farm operators in selected age groups. United 
States,   specified years,   1930-50 

Age group 1930 • 1940 •    1945 1950 • 1954 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Under 35   

35-54— -  

55-64- -. 

65 and over   

All ages  

Bureau of the Census (19). 

23,4 

48.0 

17.5 

20.3 

45.9 

19.6 

17.2 18.9 15.1 

47.6 

20.2 

46. 5 

19.8 

48.0 

20.3 

 .  11 1 14.2 15.0 14.8 16. 6 

  • 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Farm prices  doubled between  1939  and  1944 and net cash income  of 
farm operators from farming more than tripled (table  12).     It is  char- 
acteristic of agriculture that increasing incomes from farming tend to 
be reflected in higher prices for land,   but land values rose by only a 
third between  1939  and  1944.     Mortgage indebtedness decreased by a 
fifth.     This probably indicates  some  reluctance on the part of farmers 
to buy land with which to enlarge their farms.     The scarcity of farm 
labor was  also an important factor. 

The years  1950 to  1954 

The  relatively small decrease in total number of farms  coupled with 
the  rapid shift from commercial to part-time  farming is  a curious phe- 
nomenon of the period between 1945 and  1950.     It makes  more startling 
the decrease of 600,000 in total numbers  of farms since  1950,  as report- 
ed in the  1954 Census  of Agriculture.     Between  1950  and  1954,   com- 
mercial farms decreased in number by 365,000 and noncommercial 
farms by 235,000.     The farm population declined by 3  million.     The de- 
crease in number of commercial farms was  slightly less than the de- 
crease from  1945 to  1950,   but the  reduction in number of farms and 
the exodus of farm people,   when taken together,   are unprecedented in 
United States history.     To say that a decrease  of this magnitude might 
have been expected would be largely hindsight.     Farm to nonfarm mi- 
gration is  an integral part of the process  of economic  adjustment,  but 
too little is known about the  actual steps  involved to explain this 

420422 -0-57-5 
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Table  12.-  Farm prices^   ineome,   value  of real estate,   and mortgage 
debt.   United States,   specified years,   1939-54 

(Index,   1939 = lOa) 

Year 

Prices 
received 

by 
farmers 

1/ 

Net cash    : Value      : 
income of  : of farm     : Farm 
farm opera-: real        : mortgage 
tors from   : estate per : debt 
farming     : acre 

2/          : 3/         : 4/ 

1939  

1944————. 

1949 -. 

100 

207 

263 

100 

355 

322 

100 

136 

210 

100 

80 

78 

1954 ^-.„--_.„ . 262 315 246 113 

11 Agricultural P rice s (10), 
2J Farm Income Situation (11). 
3/ Farm Real Estate Situation (1¿). 
4/ Agricultural Finance Review (14), 

phenomenon completely.     Instead,   an attempt is  made here to analyze 
and explain some of the underlying forces that have apparently had great 
impact on agriculture in the  1950's. 

The major factor that cannot be ignored is the strength of the pull 
of nonfarm alternatives during the early fifties.     At first glance,   the 
increase in total employment of only 1 million between 1950 and 1954 
is not incipressive in terms  of economic growth;     This increase was ac- 
companied,   however,   by a decrease in farm employment of 1  million, 
making altogether a net increase in nonagricultural employment of 2 
million.     In addition,   expansion in the Arnaed Forces,   which began with 
the Korean conflict in 1950,   kept^ million young men out of the  civil- 
ian labor force.     In terms of opportunities formigration,   the pull was 
stronger,   perhaps,   in the  1950*s than in the  5 preceding years. 

to the late forties,   "full employment" was a familiar term.     Non- 
agricultural employnaent increas^ed by 6 million between 1945 and  1950. 
But during these years the economy was in process of conversion from 
war to peacetime production.     At the same tlncte,   it had to absorb more 
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than 10 million returning servicemen into the civilian labor force.    In- 
creased competition for jobs  may have meant fewer opportunities for 
farm people of the type that would encourage complete migration rather 
than partial dependence on farming. 

The  rapid outmovement of farm people and the decrease in the num- 
ber of farms between 1950  and 1954 have resulted in considerable spec- 
ulation as to what these trends imply.     Apprehension about changes  of 
this magnitude in so vital a sector of the economy is the rational reac- 
tion of an informed public.     Anxiety has stemmed largely from concern 
over the family farm during a period when rising costs and falling farm 
prices have  contributed to serious  production problems in commercial 
agriculture.     It is understandable that many have taken the decrease in 
farm numbers and farna population as evidence that the family farm is being 
displaced in American agriculture. 

The decrease in commercial farms between 1950 and  1954 was al- 
most entirely among the farms in classes V and VI that have a volume 
of production of less than $2,500,     These farms disappeared rapidly 
from agriculture in this  country in the quarter-century ending in 1954, 
The decrease in the number of these farms  continued unabated under the 
depressed economic conditions of the  1930*s,   as well as during the last 
15 years of unparalleled prosperity in the economy at large  (fig.   3). 
Indications are that the adjustments that brought about the decline in the 
number of these small farms were made in response to more attractive 
job opportunities outside agriculture and opportunities for increasing the 
size of the farm business within agriculture. 

In addition to the decrease of nearly 400,000 in the number of farms 
in classes V and VI,   subsistence farms decreased by more than 50,000 
between 1950 and 1954 and part-time  and residential units decreased by 
almost 150,000.     Decreases in nunabers of part-time farms probably re- 
sulted partly from discontinuance of food production for home use £uad 
from incidental sales by some families who had increased their earn- 
ings in nonfarm jobs.     This would retire their places from the  census 
count of farms.     Also,   by 1954,   most of the World War II veterans 
who were enrolled in on-farm training under the GI bill in 1949 had 
completed their courses and were no longer eligible for payments under 
the program. 

Fairly extensive shifting from small commercial to part-time farm- 
ing has been a characteristic of recent decades.     If,   as is often as- 
sumed,   part-time farming is a step in the process of farm to nonfarm 
migration,   it is likely that a focal point in the exodus of farm people 
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was among those already engaged in part-time farming.     It is probable 
that there was a substantial shift in classification from commercial to 
part-time farming,   although the number of part-time farms decreased. 

In analyzing the decrease in the number of small farms,   the effect 
of technological and social innovations on the  customs,   attitudes,   and 
capabilities of farm people should not be ignored.     A rural generation 
reared in an environment of radios  and automobiles,   educated in consol- 
idated schools,   and accustomed to an increasingly higher level of living 
is more cognizant of outside opportimities  and also possesses greater 
mobility.    So long as there remains a substantial part of agriculture with 
incomes chronically below incomes both from the more adequate family 
farms  and from nonfarm work,   and so long as  alternative employment 
opportunities exist,   the number of small commercial farms is likely to 
continue to decline.     This is not to imply that small commercial farms 
are doomed to extinction.     There will always be persons with limited 
capabilities - elderly and disabled persons  and those who lack sufficient 
training for other occupations - to whom a small farm represents a better 
living or at least one comparable to the living that might be obtained 
in other occupations.     But as  a business to provide the major source of 
income to  able-bodied farm-operator families,   it is probable that nothing 
short of serious  economic recession could reverse this trend of fewer 
small farms  as  measured by volume of output. 

Trends in Management Units in the South 

Changes in the numbers  and sizes of farms in the South are related 
closely to changes in the number of cropper operations  and the result- 
ing effect on management units.     As mentioned previously,   the number 
of cropper units had decreased from 776,000 in  1929 to 273,000 in 1954. 
This  decrease in the number of cropper operations  accounts for a con- 
siderable proportion of the overall decrease  in farm numbers in South 
since  1930.     As the  cropper units  are not farms from the  standpoint of 
management,   the indicated decrease in number of farms in the South is 
not comparable to statistics of changes for other regions of the coimtry. 
Decreases in the nunaber of cropper units do not indicate  corresponding 
decreases in the number of management units.     Instead, these decreases 
represent reorganization within management units to more  mechanized 
operations and to systems of farming that require less labor. 

Excluding cropper units from commercial farms in the South results 
not only in fewer farms but also in a substantial change in the trend in 
numbers  of commercial farms  (table  13).     On a management-unit basis, 
commercial farms in the South numbered  1. 6 million in  1930.    Between 
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Table 13. - Number of commercial farms on the basis of management imits. 
United States and major regions, specified years,  1930-54 

United States 
and 

major regions 
1/ 

Commercial farms:  3/ 

United States 

North and West 

South- 

Number of farms  2/ 

1930   :    1940   :    1945   :    1950 1954 

Millions Millions Millions Millions Millions 

4.1 

2.5 

1.6 

3.8 

2.3 

1.5 

3.5 

2.1 

1.4 

3.2 

2,0 

1.2 

2.9 

1.8 

1.1 

1/ For a list of States included in each geographic division,   see foot- 
note 1,   table  5,   page 20. 

2_/ Adjusted to a management-unit basis, by estimating the number of 
commercial farms exclusive of cropper units in the South. 

3/ All farms (excluding cropper units) with sales of $2, 500 or more 
and those with sales of $250 to $2, 50O provided the farm operator did 
not work off the farm as much as 100 days and farm sales were less 
than other income received by the family from off-farm sources.   Value 
is expressed in terms of 1954 prices for farm commodities.     The value 
intervals were adjusted to take account of changes in prices received 
by farmers. 

1930 and  1945,   the number decreased by about 200,000.     In the decade 
that ended with 1954,   the de er ease was more rapid; it amounted to ap- 
proximately 300,000.     On a manage ment-unit basis,   the trend in the 
number of commercial farms in the South is similar to that for the rest 
of the United States.     This is in contrast to the more rapid decrease 
in commercial farms indicated for the South if ; all census farms rather 
than management units are considered,     (See table  5 for comparison^ 

Management units in the South also differ in size from census farms. 
Comparisons were made of the number of management units and census 
farms,   by economic class,   in selected areas in 1945 (2).   When farms 
were grouped on a management basis,   the number of larger farms 
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increased substantially and the number of smaller units decreased. 
There were nearly twice as many management units  as  census farms 
with sales of $20,000 or more and half again as  many with sales of 
$8,000 to $19,999.     On a management-unit basis  there were  correspond- 
ingly fewer farms  in the  smaller size groups.     On this basis, total num- 
ber of farms  was  a fourth less than the  count of census farms. 

The trends in the number of management units  in the  South are im- 
portant in any analysis  of the problems  of farm organization,   production 
efficiency,   and opportunities for farm adjustments.     Much of the appar- 
ent trend in recent decades toward decreasing numbers  and increasing 
sizes of farms in the South has  resulted from changes that have taken 
place on multiple units.     Mechanization of these farms decreased labor 
needs  and as  a result, fewer croppers were needed.      Frequently,   also, 
mechanization was accompanied by substantial reorganization of the  en- 
tire  management unit.     This  changed the work status  of other croppers 
to that of hired laborers.     Changes  in farming that have shown up in 
other regions than the South in extensive  reductions in the number of 
hired workers have been reflected in the South by reductions in the num- 
ber of cropper farms  and a somewhat greater emphasis  on hired labor 
on the larger farms. 

Changes  in number of management  and  cropper units  in the  South 
have significant implications for future development.     Opportunities for 
adopting technological developments have,   perhaps,   been greater on the 
multiple units.     By and large,   these farms were in areas  suited to 
mechanized operations  and,   when the land in subunits was taken together, 
they were  of sufficient size to use tractors  and related equipment effi- 
ciently.     Operators  of these farms have been able to adjust to labor 
needs by adjusting the number of croppers.     On the multiple units,   ad- 
justments to  a more  efficient agriculture have  been comparatively sim- 
ple  compared with the difficulties encountered in consolidating many of 
the small single-unit farmis  into more efficient producing units. 

Future  changes in number and size  of farms in the South will in- 
creasingly involve ownership aspects.     With only a quarter million crop- 
per units  classed as  commercial farms,   further reductions will not be 
as large a factor in the future  as it has been in the past. 

Trends in Size  of Acreage by Economic Class 

Changes in the distribution of land in farms have  an important bear- 
ing on the size structure of farming.     Acreage of land is  a traditional 
measure of farm size that is based on what is perhaps the chief single 
physical input in farming.     In contrast,   the size groupings  of farms 
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made in the study reported here  are based on the value  of farm sales, 
which is  a measure of output«     As  such,   it is  a product that results 
from the use  of all inputs of farming,   including land. 

Changes in the average acreage in farms are followed closely by 
those interested in farming.     Farm acreage is the only measure of size 
that dates back to the earliest censuses.     Number of acres is the stand- 
ard unit for measuring land area,   for comparing sizes of crop enter- 
prises,   and for measuring yields.     As the total supply of land is  rela- 
tively fixed, number of acres is  a means of appraising the distribution 
of a limited natural resource.     Much of the interest in size  of acreage 
is probably traditional,   in that it dates from earlier years when land 
was the major source of agricultural wealth.     Farming techniques were 
simple  and farm size  could be measured fairly accurately in terms  of 
so much land and labor. 

Because of the general interest in farm acreage as  a major resource 
and,   also,   because of the need to show the relationship of acreage to 
value  groups  of farms,   the trends  in  average  acreage  by economic class 
are shown in table  14, 

Commercial farms,   as  a group,   were half again as  large in  1954 as 
in 1940,     This trend toward increasing size does not show up by indi- 
vidual classes  of commercial farms,   however.     Within each class  of 
farms,   except for class  I farms,   the  average  acreage  remained virtu- 
ally unchanged between 1940 and 1954,   Class I farms (those that grossed 
$25,000 or more)  decreased in size of acreage by about a third. 

In order to understand the  changes  that have taken place in farm 
acreage by economic class,   one must keep in mind the tremendous shift 
in farm numbers.     There were  more farms in the larger economic clas- 
ses in 1954 than in 1940 and fewer in the smaller classes.     The fact 
that class  I farms have declined in average acreage  can be  attributed 
to the increase in production from smaller acreage units,   which boosted 
farm sales  above the $25,000 figure.     This does not mean that  class I 
farm operators have  reduced their acreages.     It means that in recent 
years  an increasing number of smaller acreage units have been included 
in the class I category. 

The data in table  14 are useful in showing the  acreages  associated 
with farms grouped according to the value  of gross  sales.     Use of the 
data for other than descriptive purposes,   however,   could lead to unwar- 
ranted assumptions regarding the relationships between classes of farms 
and between the different years. 
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Table 14. - Average acreage per farm, by economic class.  United States, 
specified years,  1940-54 1/ 

Economic class 2/ 1954 

Commercial farms: 
Class I  
Class II  
Class III—- —— 
Class IV  - — 
Class V —  
Class VI  — 

All commercial farpas  

Noneomnaercial farms-*  

All census farms  

Acres 

2, 900 
536 
292 
189 
118 
90 

Acres 

2,480 
585 
299 
184 
112 
89 

Acres 

2.422 
567 
298 
191 
131 

85 

Acres 

1,939 
538 
312 
201 
133 
97 

220 255 300 336 

80 

174 

74 

195 

65 

215 

71 

242 

ly Estimates based on reports of the Census of Agriculture (18). 
2/  For definition,   see table 4,   page 19. 

The larger average acreages,   relative to gross sales,   on the small- 
er economic classes oï farms come about,   to some extent,   because the 
classification is based on farm sales in a given year rather than on 
normal or average sales.     Farms with higher or lower than normal yields 
or sales from livestock inventories in a given year tend to be classi- 
fied in higher or lower than normal sales groups,   even though a.c re age 
and other farm inputs remain unchanged.     This is a limitation of the 
economic classification discussed early in this report.     The net effect 
is to exaggerate the acreages of farms in the smaller classes and to 
mihinaize the acreages of those in the larger classes. 

The similarity in the average acreages of the different eeononiic 
classes of farms in different years is coincidental to a large degree. 
Over the time period under consideration,   the volume of farm sales 
per acre increased by a third.     The average acreage per commercial 
farm increased also by 50 percent.     The increase in acreage plus the 
increase in production per acre adds to an increase of approximately 
four-fifths in average sales per commercial farm.     A Substantial shift 
of farms into larger economic classes took place from 1940 to 1954. 

420422 -O -57 -6 
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Farms shifted Into large economic x^lasses on the basis of the sum of 
the increase in efficiency (output per acre) and in acreage. The average 
iarm increased its volume of sales^^b^^ percent and was classi- 
fied accordingly. 

As mentioned previously,   when grouped on the basis of gross sales, 
the larger farms  show progressively higher average  sales per acre/ The 
rate of this  apparent increase in efficiency associated with increasing 
gross sales is at about the same rate as the average increase in effi- 
ciency of farms that shifted upward in the classification.     Because of 
this statistical coincidence,   farms that shifted into larger economic clas- 
ses averaged almost the identical acreage averaged by the farms in the 
classes into which they shifted* 

THE RELATIVE SCALE OF FARM OPERATIONS 

The volume  of business  has  increased substantially on farms in recent 
years.     There were nearly three times  as  many farms with sales  of 
$25,000 or more  (both calculated at  1954 prices)  in  1954 as in  1930. 
Also,   there has been an increase in the size  of farms,   as  measured in 
acreage.     Farms of 1,000 acres  and over increased in number from 
81,000 in 1930 to  121,000 in  1954.     This  apparent growth in farm size, 
coupled with the rapid decrease in the number of farms,   has been a 
chief cause for concern over the status of the family farm in recent dec- 
ades.     What do these trends portend?     Are family farms giving way to 
large-scale enterprises that depend primarily on hired labor for their 
operation?    Is the farm family losing its identity as the dominantvpro- 
duction unit in agriculture?     These questions are basic  considerations 
in public policy as it affects agriculture. 

Analyses of recent changes in the size structure of farming have re^ 
suited in conflicting conclusions.     This has been due partly to differences 
in concepts and definitions.     In itself,   the term "family farm*' repx^esents 
a somewhat intangible  concept that has defied definition in purely mate- 
rial terms.     But misunderstanding has  resulted also from the multiplic- 
ity of usages  of the term "farm size"  and from the failure of many per- 
sons to. recognize the inadequacy of traditional census size classifica- 
tions to measure comparative sizes of farms in different time periods. 

The Meaning of Farm Size 

Farm size is a familiar term and one that,   on the surface,   might 
appear to need no explanation.     Few terms,   however,   are used more 
frequently in farm economics with greater ambiguity.     This  is not due 
so much to misunderstanding of the term as to the various ways in 
which it is usedo 
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The general use of farni size is in reference to classification - the 
separation of farms into size groiípstó^ relative comparison.     The cri- 
teria used in classMcation depend both on the purposes for which com- 
parisons are desired and on the avadlability of pertinent data to form a. 
basis for classificartd.ono    Frequently;  the purpose of making a size group- 
ing of farms is to describe the distribution of a particular farm resxwirce 
or to measure differences in the efficiency with which particular resour^ 
are used at a given place and time.     Por example,   farms rriay^ be group- 
ed by number of acres for the purpose of describing the distribution of 
land among farms.     The groupings of farms by size of acreage  in pub- 
lications growing out of the  census  of agriculture fall in this  category. 
Also,   groupings of farms on the basis of acreage might be made pri- 
marily for the purpose of holding acreage constant in order to measure 
the efficiency with which other farm resources  are used in relation to 
land.     These are restricted uses of size- they have validity and mean- 
ing only in respect to the specific purpose for which the groupings were 
made. 

A more general use of the term farm size,   and one that has partic- 
ular relevance to the overall structure of farming,   is to denote the rel- 
ative control over all resources of production exercised by-groups- of 
farms.     This  measure of size relates to the bundle of productive fac- 
tors -the quality,  quantity,  and combination -that go to makeup a man- 
agement unit.^    It has reference to the tangible physical^ re^cnirce serv- 
ices,   which are lasually^ referred to as land,   labor,   and capital,   and to 
:the less tangible factor of man that determines their use and 
eoHipoaition at anyr^Aren time. 

:      Although control of the resources of production as defined might rep^ 
resent an ideal measure of size,   its use has seldom been realized in 
practice.     This is beeause of the obvious difffculty in obtaining the^^ m 

mcHiaxiditive mateMàl as well as the virtual im-^ 
possibility of compiling them Instead, vthe general 
indicators of control over resources of produce       have been used.     A 
wide variety of physical chai^cteristics of^^^^^ farm plant aré available 
as a; means  of delineating size grouips.     Among those  commonly used 
are total acres of^land or land in specific crops,   livestock iiumbers, 
value of capital ihvestment,  and number of workers employed.     An ad- 
ditional popular criterion for measuring si^e is the valixe of market 

^ales.     This latter criterion is our basiafoor the economic classifica-. 
tion of farms  currently used by the bureau of the Gensias^     It is a meas- 
ure of farm output rather than the input of labor,   land,  and other capi- 
ta! resources^ 

Each indicator of size has its merits,   and use of one or the other 
is influenced by both the purpose and scope of the comparison of size. 



as well as by the availabilüy of datav     Va^ used here for 
three reasons^     (1) In dealing %ith aggregative daiap^ to^rms 
of different types and different parta of the Country,   farm; sales, repre- 
sent the best readily available eoinmon denominator for measuring the 
different kinds  and qualities of res^ (2) As the total of farm sales 
is a result of all production iiiputs/ it is Relieved ^hat farm sales pro- 
vide a better measure of the extent of resources controlled than does 
any single inpurt.     (3)  Farm sales -a numerical value ^ may be adjusted 
by use of available indexes ^otaäceaccoiint of changes in the nature of 
inputs.     This is  an essential factor in defiaingrel^ through 
time. 

Farm Siz^e as a Relative^^M 

It is generally accepted that comparisons of size are relative.     For 
example,   aci^eage of land as an indicator ot size is relative to climatic 
and geographic consideration.     Capital investnaent is relative to the kinds 
of capital represented.     Value of farm sales as a naeasure of size is rel- 
ative to cost-price  changes  and the widely varying^ J^ relation- 
ships of different types of farms.     -^though^^^r^                             are usually 
x?onsidered,   in comparisons o                                    time,   the general tenden- 
cy has been to ignore relativity in cohiparïsons between different tl^ 
periods.     Farm size is relative in both place and time.     Extension of 
the time dimension to farm sdze is not merely an abstraction; it is a 
necessity for conntparisons of relative size in different years.    In sim- 
ple fórm,   it is recognition of the technological innovjations ^hat have in- 
creased man^s  control over other resc^rcGes of production and of t^^ 
tent to which these improved techniqiies in farnüng h^v^ 
abled ne Wf factor combinations to ^produce ^n^ inc re as ed pr odu ct.      ^ 

toproved techniques in farming,   if adopted uniformly over the years 
by all farms;  would iiot alter ariyfa^ of control over 
^e Ji-esources ctf production, -that Is^  its relative size.     Obviously/  this 
has ^ot %eerr the case with agriculture.     DiKerent rates ^of progress 
have been characteristic in t:he invention of new techniques as well as 
in their adoption.     Traditional concepts of size when applied for the ' 
jntrpose of comparing farm siz^e in different years inevitably compare 
these growthndifferentialsinstead.^^^^^^^^ to     <Í3mániic and expanding economy, 
technological progress is normalv    Dui:^ng, ä^^^ total farm 
output has increased by more thmi a third,   growth in physical produc- 
tion^ per farm is to be expected.     MkeMse,   during a peri^    when me- 
chanical power and equipment have endowed nian with expanded control 
over other resources  of production,   particularly land,   increases in size 
of^creage are normal.     In examination and analysis  of changes in the 
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size  structure of farming,   the question is not whether there has been 
an actual increase in the physical production of,   or the number of acres 
in,  individual farms,   but to what degree these increases have been more 
or less consistent with the technological progress enjoyed by agriculture 
in general U).    In a sense,   this  is  a matter of holding the factor of 
technology constant statistically» 

The  question of size  of operation,   as it relates  to family farms,  has 
been associated closely with the work capacity of operator families.   What 
is thought of as  a family-size farm is usually an operation for which 
most of the labor needs,   except for some peak seasonal operation,  can 
be met by the operator and members  of his family.     The line of demar- 
cation between what is  a family-size operation and what is thought of 
as larger than family size,   although not specific,   is some pointât which 
hired labor becomes  a more essential element of the day-to-day opera- 
tions than the family work force. 

At the level of the individual farm,   this  concept is  fairly easy to 
visualize.     It is  apparent,   also,   that the  concept is  relative through 
time to the productive  capacity of the prevailing size of the family work 
force.     If a farm business  carried on predominately by family labor in- 
creased its volume of sales on the same  acreage through the use of 
commercial fertilizers  and other improved practices,   most persons 
would agree that it remained a family farm regardless  of the volume 
of saleso     A farm that increased its market sales by reorganization 
toward a more intensive use of land or toward a more specialized type 
of operation,   if still centered around the work capacity of family mem- 
bers,   would similarly be conceded to be a family farm.     Is it not true 
also'that an increase in the  acreage under operation,   if handled by the 
operator and members of his family by virtue of the greater capacity 
for work afforded through mechanization,   does not violate the concept 
of a family farm? 

Trends  in Farm Labor 

Total farm employment in the United States decreased from 11.3 
million in 1929 to 8.5 million in 1954,   a decrease of 25 percent (table 
15).     The number of hired workers decreased at the more rapid rate 
of 35 percent during the same  period.     Between  1929  and 1944,  the de- 
crease in hired labor was  at a greater rate than the decrease in fami- 
ly labor,   but between  1944 and  1954,   the two   decreased at about the 
same  rate. 

The decrease in family labor has been at about the same rate as the de- 
cline in total farm numbers.    The number of hired workers has decreased 
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Table 15. - Farm employment:    Average number of persons employed and 
indexes, united States^ specified years/ 1929-54 1/ 

Year 

Ave rage nurabe r 
of persons 

Index,   1929=100 

Total   : Family :   Hired:   Total   : Family :   Hired 
employ-: workers: workers: employ-: workers : workers 

ment   :       2/     :       ^/     :   ment    :       2/     :       3/ 

1929 — — ——— — 

1939— — - — — - 

1944— — -—  

1949 -.^ ^„-.- 

1954 „-„„„ 

Thou. Thou, Thou. 

11, 282 8, 302 2, 980 100 100 100 

11,338 8,611 2,727 100 104 92 

10/219 7;988 2,231 91 96 75 

9,964 7,712 2,252 88 93 76 

8,451 6,521 1,930 75 79 65 

1/ Simple averages of monthly employment during the last full calen- 
dar week ending at least 1  day before the end of the month. 

2/ Includes farm operators doing 1 liour or more of farmwork and 
mLembers of their fanailies working 15 hours ar more during the survey 
week without cash w^ges. 

3/ Includes  all persons doing 1 hour or more of farmwork during the 
survey week for pay. 

Farm Labor (12). 

at a somewhat faster rate than total farm numbers  (table  16).     As prac- 
tically all of the hired workers are employed on commercial farms^ the 
number of hired workers in each year was divided by the number of 
comnaercial farms.     When expressed as the number of hired workers 
per commercial farm,   there  was little  change between  1929 and  1954. 

Census  data on the expenditure for hired labor,   when adjusted for 
differences in wage rates,   indicate that the amount spent per commer- 
cial farm did not change substantially between 1939 and  1954 (table  17). 
The  average of $700 to $800 per Gommercial farm represents about half 
a man-year of farmwork,   or slightly more,   at prevailing farm wage 
rates.    This substantiates to some extent the data on number of hired 
workers per coniniercial farrn shown in table 16. 
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Table 16. - Average number of hired workers per farm.  United States^  specified 
years,   1929-54  1/ 

Item 1929    '    1939    •    1944    *    1949    '    1954 

Average per census farm  

Average per conamercial farm-  

0,47 0.45 0.38 0.42 0.40 

.63 .64 .57 ,65 .62 

1_/ The number of hired workers from table  16 divided by the num^ber of 
farms  appearing in table 4,   page 19. 

Table  17.- Average expenditures for hired labor and percentage distribution,   com- 
mercial and noncommercial farms/ United States,  specified years,  1939-54 

Economic class ' 1939  : 1944     ; 1949     ; 1954 

'  Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars 

Average expenditure per farm: 1 / 

Commercial farrns 2/ -- - -«.««- 700 715 795 

51 

715 

Noncommercial farms 2/ -^  84 82 

1  X xJ 

38 

All farms ---^-------—- —--------s- — 512 503 528 477 

Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Percentage of expenditure: 

Commercial farms 2/ — ^-- :    95.5 95. 2 96.6 97.2 

Noncommercial farms 2/ - —-—^-  •       4.5 4.8 3.4 2. & 

All farms -. -.---.-.-„ --- --_ 100.0 100.0 100,0 100   0 

IJ  In terms of 1954 wage rates.     Estimates from appendix table  29 were de- 
flated by an index of composite wage  rates published currently in Farm. Labor 
(12).     The index numbers based on  1954 = 100,   are as follows:     1949-85,   1944- 
65^   1939-25.     Index numbers for 1939 and  1944 are not directly comparable 
with earlier years because of a revision in the procedure for estimating wage 
rates. 

2/  See table 4,   page  19,   for definition. 
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Although the amount of hired labor used per commercial farm did not 
change significantly between 1939 and 1954, this is not true for commercial 
farms grouped by physical volume of farm sales (table 18).    On each class 
of commercial farms, the expenditure for hired labor decreased by about 
half between 1939 and 1954, when expressed in terms of 1954 wage rates. 
(Current wages by economic class are shown in appendix table 29.)   This 
means that commercial farm operators in each economic class were using 
only about half as much hired labor to produce a unit of farm production in 
1954 as 15 years earlier.   It means,  also, that the average farm in each 
economic class depended less on hired labor and was geared more closely 
to the labor furnished by the farm operator and members of his family. 

Table 18. - Average cash expenditure for hired labor per farm in terms of 
1954 wage rates, economic classes of commercial farms. United States, 
specified years,   1939-54 1/ 

Economic class  2/ 

Class I -- 

Class II - 

Class III 

Class IV 

Class V - 

Class VI   

All commercial farms 

1939 

2,760 

1,000 

430 

170 

80 

700 

1944 1949 

11,660       10,765 

2,040 1,865 

715 

340 

140 

80 

655 

300 

140 

54 

715 795 

1954 

Dollars     Dollars      Dollars      Dollars 

16, 520 8,300 

1,166 

422 

214 

Í 06 

43 

715 

y In terms of 1954 wage rates.     See footnote  1,   table  17,  page 45. 
2/ See table 4 for definition of economic class. 
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A Measure of Relative Size 

The family farm conGept is fairly easily viewed in perspective from 
the level of the individual farm,   but this  is nx)t true at the aggregative 
level«     Groupings of farms made on the basis of spécifie resource char- 
acteristics or distributed according to value of output give an impression 
of homogeneity in resource use that tends to obscure both individuality 
and change^     Although the number of farms with volume of physical out- 
put valued at $25, 000 (1954 prices)  more than doubled between 1939 and 
1954,   it is  apparent that somewhat different resources are represented. 
In terms  of both acreage  and number of workers employed/ farms that 
grossed $25/000 were  smaller in 1949  and  1954 than in  1939.     The  av- 
erage  acreage decreased from 2,900  acres in 1939 to 1,939  acres in 1954. 
When adjusted for differences in wage  rates,   the average wage bill de- 
creased from $16,500 in  1939 to $8,300 in 1954.     This  represented a de- 
cline of almost half in the average number of hired workers per farm. 

In using the traditional census  classification of farms to measure 
trends in family-size farms  in contrast to large-scale  enterprises,   the 
major difficulty lies  in adapting a concept oriented around the individual 
farm for use in classifying farms in the aggregate.     At the level of the 
individual farm,   the measure of the family-size farm is applied by re- 
defining the upper limit of family-size  operations  consistent with in- 
creases  in the productive work capacity of the farm family labor force. 
It is believed that an index of productive  capacity may be used to sepa- 
rate the broad group of family farms from those that are family size. 

Increases  in the productive work capacity of farm labor niay be 
summed up as (1) those that served to increase themarket sales of 
farmers and (2) those that resulted from the increased work capacity 
arising from mechanization of farm operations.     Two series  of data are 
available to reduce these to numerical terms.     The former may be  ex- 
pressed by changées in farm output; the latter by changes in farmwork 
requirements in man-hours.    Dividing the former series by the latter 
gives  a composite series of farm output per man-hour of labor which 
is  expressed as an index.     (See table 7,   page  23.)    This index provides 
a basis for viewing productive  capacity in perspective^  It may be thought 
of as  an index of technological growth that can serve  as  a common de- 
nominator for redefining the  concept of the family farm over time.    It 
is used here  as  a device for deflating the value  of market output on 
family farms to levels of business volume that are consistent with the 
increase in the productive  capacity of the farm family. 

The index of output per man-hour of labor is  an indicator of the ac- 
tual or realized increase in productive capacity of farm labor for the 
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country as a whole«     It is an average for all farmworkers »     Use of 
farm output per man-.hour of labor as the indioator assumes that the changes 
in man's  control over resources have been general throughout the United 
States.     Admittedly,   this is not entirely true,   but it is believed to be 
true enough to measure the general direction and extent of these damages. 

Operators  of the larger farms have generally been much more up to 
date in adopting new techniques than the  average of all farm operators. 
The time lag between invention and utilization has tended to be fairly 
short on the larger farms.     Also,   new techniques and machinery have 
varied in their adaptability to production conditions on different types 
of farms and in different geographic environments.     In general,   this 
has worked to the advantage of operators of farms that are  character- 
istically larger in size  and of regions of the country in which larger 
sizes prevail.     The increase in labor productivity on tobacco farms, for 
example,   where machinery has not been forthcoming to mechanize  com- 
pletely the peak labor needs,   has been less than the increase on wheat 
farms.     Also,   although most regions  and types of farms have benefited 
by improved varieties of seeds,   few can equal the increase in produc- 
tivity realized from use of hybrid seed corn,   which has taken place pri- 
marily in the Corn Belt. 

To this extent,   use of an index of the  average increase in output per 
man-hour of labor would appear not to allow for sufficient growth on 
the larger operations.     However,   there are compensating factors.   Much 
of the increase in labor productivity in recent years  resulted from a 
catcMng-up process,   as  changing conditions,   financial and otherwise, 
enabled many operators of smaller farms to share more fully in the 
benefits of new techniques.     In contrast,   increases  in production on the 
larger farms have probably tended to be geared to horizons of research 
and invention. 

In the selection of base points for computing the trend in the number 
of family farms,   some subjective considerations are involved.     In order 
to define the size limits of the family farm through time  relative to the 
productive  capacity of labor,   it was necessary to select in the base year 
a size that might be thought of generally as  representing these limits. 
As the 1954 census economic classification of farms is used here as a 
base point,   the upper limit of family farms is set,   for purposes of this 
eamputation,   at $25,000 gross sales in 1954.     This is the breaking point 
between class I and class 11 farms in the  1954 census  economic classi- 
fication.     Selection of this upper limit is a convenience.     Admittedly, 
it is  somewhat arbitrary. 
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Defining the upper size limit of the family farm more precisely in 
terms of gross sales would necessitate much detail and-would obviously 
cover a fairly wide range of values that vary with production character- 
istics.     Many farms with sales of $25,000 or more would be considered 
family operations.     For example,   livestock-feeding,   dairy,   and poultry 
farms with gross  sales of more than $25,000 may be thought of as fam- 
ily size.     These farms use large quantities  of purchased inputs relative 
to labor.     In some other types of farming in which fewer purchased in- 
puts  are used in relation to the labor employed,   farms with sales of 
$25,000 are thought of as fairly sizable operations. 

Use of the $2,500 sales figure in 1954 as the lower limit represents 
an attempt to separate the farms that are smaller than those usually 
considered adequate to provide productive employment for operator fam- 
ilies.     These may be thought of as  smaller than a 1-man unit when ac- 
count is taken of current levels of farm technology.     Selection to de- 
fine low-production commercial farms of this value limit is also based 
on recent publications of the United States Department of Agriculture 
a   19)- 

As an average for the United States,   it is believed that $2,500 to 
$25,000 gross sales in 1954 are fairly realistic limits for approximating 
what might be thought of as  a family-size farm.     But even so,   the ma- 
jor purpose of these  computations is to show trends rather than precise 
number of farms  in a particular year.     The objective is to show the 
direction of changes in farm size and how this has affected the overall 
size structure.     For this purpose,   defining the exact sales limit for 
family farms in the base year (even if this were possible) is less im- 
portant than redefining the  concept in relative perspective in the years 
for which comparisons  are made. 

In applying this  concept of the relative scale of farm operations to 
earlier years,   the value limits for 1954 were  adjusted to reflect changes 
in farm output per man-hour of labor,   as well as  changes in levels  of 
prices  received by farmers for farm commodities.     The numbers of 
farms  in relative  size groups were  determined by interpolation within 
the economic classes of conamercial farms established earlier in this 
report,     A more detailed explanation of the procedure is given in the 
appendix, 

Large-Scale,   Family-Scale,   and Small-Scale Farms 

According to the definition of size developed in the foregoing discus- 
sion, the trends in the relative scale of commercial farming operations 
are indicated in table  19,     Large-scale farms  are fewer in number now 
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Table 19, - Number and percentage oí eommercial farms in major size cate - 
gqries equivalent to constant levels^ of faJ^m output per man-hour of labor, 

I   TJnited States, specifled^^^y^ 

Scale of operation 1/ '1930 '1940 I  1945  *   1950  ^ 1954 •        -    *-'  - • • • 

"^hau.% lhou>   Thpu.    Thou.   Thotu' 

Number of commercial farms: 
L arge -s eâle farms ----- - - - - 

Faniily farms: 
Famiiy-SGäle --—.—-—^— 
Small-Seaie  ----—^--__—. 

All family farms - - - - -—. 

All commercial farms - 

PerGentage of commercial farms: 
Large -scale fa.rms - - - --. -——^ 

Family farms; 
Familyj-SGale —--—.______. 
ßmall^scale--—____^ __„. 

All family farms - - -—— -~. 

All comm^ercial farms -i- 

205 195 175 155 134 

•3,118 2, 680 2, 516    2, 180 1; â68 
M,:4Ô0 ly 390 1, 25Q. 1,130 /J&98 

'4v 518 4,íi70 3,766    3/310 2^986 

;é,723 4y265 3,941    3,465 3, 100 

^ Pet.      Pet.      Pet.      Pet.      Pet. 

4.3        4.6        4.4        4.5 4.3 

:  66.^      62.8      63.5 62.9 63.5 
:t2a.t     32.6      31,7 32.6 32.2 

;v95. 7  ; 95. 4     95. 6 95. 5 95. 7 

::^00.;0 / lOp. J3 :100. 0 IQO. 0 100; 0 

1A Tbe value of sales limits ijsea^ in clas^sifying farro^        scale otop- 
eraütion in 1954 were as foliOwsr    Large-sçale^^f^ family- 
seale farms - $2;500 to $24, 999^ small-scale farms ^ $250 to $2,499. 
The value of sales limits for earlier y^ëars^ére deflated to reflect 
ch^ges in prices received by farmers and cjianges in farm output per 
man-hour of labor.     Numbers of farms in équivalent s c 
groups were obtaohed by interpolation made from the census elassifiéa- 
tion of farms by; value of farnv^ sales and t^^ production. 
See the appendix for a more detailed descriptiorw 

than they have been at any time in the last quarter century.    The decline 
has proceeded a* a fairly steady: rate of about 120,000 farms in each 5- 
y^ar period since  1940.    Even thoi^ they are feweir in number, large- 
scale farms a.ccount for about the satóe: proportion of commercial farm^ 
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jiow as  25 years ago (fig.   4),     The number of faiiaily-scale operations 
has deer eased by more than a million.     These farms account for a 
alightly smaller proportion of the farms now than in 1930.     The propor- 
tion of these farms to all commercial farnas decreased from 66 to 64 
percent.     Small-scale operations,   even though their number has declined, 
now account for   a slightly higher proportion of all commercial farms. 
These small operations,   which numbered nearly 1  million iñ 1954,   ac- 
epunted for a third of all commercial farms. 

In explaining these trends,   it must be recalled that thé  concept of 
scale (size of business) used here centers on the productive capacity of 
the farm family labor farce«     Large-scale farms  are those with a size 
of output larger tlító would ordinaril^^ by an able-bodied farm 
operator and nae&bers af his faniily,   when account is taken of the rela- 
tive productivity^ of labor in the different^^^y^ Snaall-s^ale farms re- 
fer to operations that under these conditions would be too small in vol- 
ume of business to employ productively a full-time able-bodied operator. 
In the relative  concept of size used here/growth in volume of busüíess   ^ 
is taken to be normal du^                        of,iechhological progress.   Fail- 
ure to progress is to regress in ter^so^^ size.     The reader 
should hear in mind that the procédure for naaking these estimates re- 
sxilted in setting up different value intervals in each year; and therefore, 
that changes in number include substantial shifting between size catego- 
rieSc     They do not necessarily indicate entrance into or exit from ag- 
riculture of farms in any particular group. 

Many farms which in earlier years would be thought of as large- 
scale on the basis of labor requirements  are now no niore than large 
family-size units that employ family labor predominantly in mechanized 
operations.     In other words,   many of the former large-scale units in 
commercial agriculture have not increased their volume of business to 
the füll extent of labor's increased capacity to produce.     Substantial 
shifting also took place between the faniily-scale and small-scale cate- 
gories of farms.     Some farms that would have been considered small- 
scale In earlier years probably increased the scope of their farming op- 
erations enough to move into the family-scale categoryv     Some of the 
family-scale farms,   at least the smaller ones,   shifted into the small- 
scale category if they did not increase their volumes of business com- 
mensurately with the overall gains in productivity of labor.     Most of 
the movement of farm units from commercial agriculture probably oc- 
curred among the family-scale and small-scale farms.     Some units 
were consolidated with other farms.     Other units became part-time and 
residential units. 
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An additional indication of the relative importance of the different 
size categories is found in the proportions of farm sales that originate 
from these groups (table  20)«     Again,   the most striking feature is the 
similarity between years»     In each year,  large-scale farms accounted 
for approximately a third,   family-scale operations for roughly three- 
fifths,   and small-scale units for about 6 percent of the market sales. 
Within this general sinailarity in the distribution of market sales  since 
1929,   however,   two directions are noticeable.     Between 1929 and 1939, 
large-scale farms increased their share of the farm sales from 30 to 35 
percento  4/   During the same decade,   the proportion of sales that orig- 
inated from family-scale farms decreased from 64 to  59 percent.    Since 
1939,   the direction has been reversed.     The proportion of production 
from large-scale farms decreased from 35 to 31 percent while that of 
family-scale operations increased from 59 to 63 percent. 

The substantial increase in volunae of business  that has taken place 
among these size categories is  shown in the average value of sales per 
farm (physical production for each census year valued at 1954 prices for 
farm products).     On commercial farms as  a group,   the physical output 
has more than doubled since  1929.     Rates of growth have varied by size 
groups.     On large-scale farms,   growth has proceeded steadily since 1929. 
The volume of business of these farms increased 2 1/3 times in the 25 
years that  ended in 1954,   The family-scale farms have averaged a slightly 
sm^aller increase in growth since  1929,     Average sales of these farms 
in 1954 were about 2 1/5 times those of 1929.     But since  1939,   growth 
in volume of business has been more rapid on the faxtiily-scale farms. 

These averages show the wide range in size of business that charac- 
terizes American agriculture.     The average large-scale farm had a busi- 
ness volume in 1954 4hatAvas more than 40 times that of the average 
small-scale farm.     The last quarter century has seen an increasing dis- 
parity in size of output between our largest and smallest commercial 
farms.     But,   except for the reverses suffered in the depression years 
of the 1930*s,   faimly-scale operations have narrowed this differential 
slightly. 

Some indie ation of the impo rtance of land as an element of growth 
in volume of bus^iness is found in the distribution of land anaong the three 
size categories (table 21),     Large-scale farms accounted for a slightly 

4/  Changes in output between 1929 and 1939 cannot be determined pre- 
cisely because the census of 1930 did not compile total sales on a compara- 
ble basis with later censuses.   See the Appendix for a discussion of these 
differences and the procedure used to estimate farm sales by value groups 
for 1929, 



Table 20. - Average sales per farm and proportion of sales by scale-of-oper- 
ation groups.  United States,  specified years,   1929-54 

Scale of operation 1/ ;   1929    ; 1939    • • 1944    ; 1949    • • • 
1954 

"Dollars Dollars 

30,300 

3,600 
800 

Dollars 

38,200 

4,700 
950 

Dollars 

44, 700 

6,000 
1,000 

Dollars 

Average sales per farm: 2/ 
Larfife-scale farms -.---,  ;  23,700 

• 3,300 
• 700 

56, 200 

7,300 
1,300 

Family farms: 
Family-scale farms  
Small-scale farms  

All commercial farms -- 

Percentage of sales: 2/ 
Lar^e-scale farms --.--.-«' 

:     3,400 

Percent 

30 

64 
6 

4,000 

Percent 

35 

59 
6 

5,100 

Percent 

34 

60 
6 

6,100 

Percent 

33 

61 
6 

7, 500 

Percent 

31 

63 
6 

Family farms:                              ' 
Family-scale farms ' 
Small-scale farms ' 

All commercial farms —' 100 100 100 100 100 

l_l  For definition of groups,   see footnote  1,   table  19,   page  50. 
2/ Physical production in earlier years  converted to 1954 level of prices 

received by farmers» 

smaller proportion of the land in farms in  1954 (29 percent) than they 
accounted for  15 years  earlier.     Family-scale farms increased their pro- 
portion of land during this period from  57 to  63  percent.    A decrease 
from  14 to  11  percent is indicated for small-scale farms.     In terms of 
average acreage per farm,   large-scale  and family-scale  operations have 
enlarged their acreages by about half. Small-scale farms have not changed 
significantly. 

Thus,   despite the decrease of a third in the total number of commer- 
cial farms,   the proportion of farms in the relative size groups  (large- 
scale,   family-scale,   and small-scale) has changed very little in the last 25 
years.     Although mechanization and related technology have not  resulted 
in increases in large-scale  operations,  neither have they served to in- 
crease the  size of business  on many small-scale units  in agriculture. 
The  changes in proportional numbers that have occurred indicate that a 
quarter-century of technological progress has  been associated with a slight 
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Table 21. - Average acreage in farms and proportion of land in farms, by 
scale-of-operation groups. United States,  specified years,  1950-54 

Scale of operation 1^/ 

Average acreage per farm: 
Large-scale farms  
Family-s cale farms—  
Small-scale farms  

All commercial farms 

Percentage of land in farms: 
Large-scale farms—■  
Family-scale farms  
Sm.all-scale farms  

All commercial farms — 

1940 •    1945    •   1950     •    1954 

Acres     Acres     Acres     Acres 

1,350 
200 

95 

1, 695 
235 

94 

1,870 
275 

97 

1,939 
318 
116 

220 255 300 336 

Percent Percent Percent Percent 

29 30 29 26 
57 59 60 63 
14 11 11 11 

100 100 100 100 

1/  For definition of groups,   see footnote  1,   table  19,   page  50« 

increase in the proportion of farms that are smaller than "1-man units.'' 

Family-scale operations have declined both in total numbers and as 
a proportion of commercial farms.     Between 1929  á^d  1939,   family- 
scale farms  accounted for a declining proportion of ikarket sales and a 
corresponding increase is indicated for large-scale farms.     Since  1939, 
however,   the volume of business  on family-scale farms has  more than 
doubled,   and these farms have  accoimted for an increasing proportion of 
the market sales from commercial farms.     Also,   a slightly higher pro- 
portion of the land in farms was in family-scale farms in  1954 than in 
1940.     Since  1940,   it appears that these farms have had a somewhat 
greater rate of growth than large-scale farms in terms of market sales 
as well as size of acreage. 

The Nature of the Increase in Volume of Business 

Explanation of these trends is largely that of interpreting the proc- 
esses by which   farmers have increased their volume of business.    This 
increase in volume of business on farms in recent years,   although it 
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was related to economic growth and expansion of the economy generally, 
resulted frona the many technological improvements that have been made 
in farm production practices«     These improvements,   as they have affect- 
ed farm size,   are (1) those that brought about higher yields per crop 
acre  and per head of food livestock,   and (2) those that served to decrease 
labor needs« 

The former group of technological improvements relate to the in- 
crease in production from existing acreage that resulted from such things 
as using more commercial fertilizers,   higher yielding varieties  of seed, 
and improved strains of livestocko     These improvements  are frequently 
referred to as improved simple techniques,  as they do not involve large 
capital expenditures or changes in the relation between enterprises« 

The latter group of improvements deal with the mechanization of 
farming that enabled a larger output to be tended and harvested with 
fewer workers.     Mechanization was frequently accompanied by substan- 
tial reorganization of the farming system«     Use of mechanical power 
and equipment probably had no  appreciable  effect on yield  (except that 
attributed to greater timeliness in performing crucial tasks) but the re- 
sulting decrease in labor needs had a far-reaching effect on the size 
structure of farms. 

Changes in the size structure of farming are closely related to the 
complex techniques that revolve  around the mechanization of farm oper- 
ations but that vary considerably in their applicability to different types 
and sizes of farms,   topographic  conditions,   and financial situations of 
individual farm families«    Much of the  current concern about the family 
farm stenns from an awareness that increased mechanization of farm op- 
erations tends to induce larger operating units« 

Under the  concept of relative size used here,   apprehensions  concern- 
ing the shifts toward large-scale operations in which hired labor is em- 
ployed in agriculture have not been borne out«     Although this matter 
needs further study by areas  and types of farms,   the  data contained in 
this  report indicate that apparently family farms  are holding their own« 
Despite the apparent tendency toward increasing the size of farms,   the 
number of large-scale farms has decreased by a third,   as  measured in 
table  19o     The  15 years  (1939-54) have seen a slight decline in the pro- 
portion of production as well as in the acreage of land controlled by 
these larger-than-fan:iily-size operations«     This direction of adjustments 
may indicate the tempering effect of many factors that,   both directly and 
indirectly,   have influenced rate of growth«     Within the peculiar nature 
of the production process in agriculture,   it is likely that built-in social 
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and economic checks have worked to modify many of the so-called ad- 
vantages of scale« 

The advent of the tractor as a practical source of mobile mechanical 
power has not affected agriculture in the  same way that power inventions 
a century or more earlier affected the  manufacturing industries.     The 
growth of the  manufacturing industries  and the  concentrations of workers 
and tools of production into large management units were based on cer- 
tain inherent efficiencies of large-scale operation,   which apparently are 
not found to any great extent in agriculture (3)«     These efficiencies are 
(1)  standardization,   (2) division of labor,   and (3) division of manage- 
ment«     Standardization relates to simplification or routinization of tech- 
niques to turn out a product of specified quality.     It implies exacting 
control and predictability throughout the production process.     Division of 
labor refers to the breaking down of production into different and sepa- 
rate stages that may be carried on simultaneously.     This permits work- 
ers to achieve the efficiency and skill that  come  from specializing in one 
or a few tasks.     The division of management allows the  supervisory 
function to be concentrated on a few given processes«     This increases 
the  capacity of management for supervision of a large number of work- 
ers engaged in similar tasks« 

For the  most part,   these  efficiencies have been nonexistent in agri- 
culture.     One  complexity of management,   and one that ordinarily has 
been a limiting factor in the size of farm operations,   is the supervision 
of labor in a variety of different production processes.    These processes 
are usually dispersed within as well as without the physical boundaries 
of the farm.    Specific farm tasks vary with seasons  as  well as  enter- 
prises,   and day-to-day modifications  are the rule rather than the excep- 
tion.     Mechanization has not decreased the number of specific tasks,  but 
it has  combined some of them into fewer operations  and has  standardized 
to some  extent the quality of work performed^,     Of greatest significance 
to management in agriculture,   however,   is the fact that mechanization 
has not increased its  capacity for supervision of more farmworkers. 
Rather,   it has decreased the need for farmworkers and thereby has en- 
abled management to supervise  more  acres  as well as to farm more in- 
tensively on existing acreage. 

In general,   mechanization in agriculture has been accompanied by one 
or more of the following:    (1) Enlargement of the acreage base of the 
farm operation;  (2)  an increase in the intensity of production on existing 
acreages;  and (3)  a decrease in the  amount of labor used in similar 
farming processes.     Which of these took place,   either singly or in com- 
bination,   depended largely on the  motivation from which mechanization 
proceeded. 
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On the larger units  in commercial agriculture,   as  a rule,   mechaniza- 
tion has more nearly kept pace with the rate of invention of new machin- 
ery.     Operators of these farms, with their more favorable financial sit- 
uation,   have had greater freedom of choice in this  respect.     The motives 
involved were,   for the most part,   purely économie.     As these operators 
depend mainly on hired labor to operate their farms,   the rising farm 
wages that have resulted from the pull of nonfarm occupations stimula- 
ted their adoption of mechanical equipment as a substitute for scarce 
labor.     Indications are that movements of labor from agriculture gener- 
ally preceded the introduction of machinery on farms,   in contrast to the 
theory that machinery displaced hired workers.     In fact,   the much ear- 
lier advent of mechanical equipment in the North and West than in the 
South was due partly to the expansion of resource-based industries that 
created a pull of persons from the farm at the same time that labor- 
saving machinery was becoming available to agriculture (5).     To the ex- 
tent that machinery was substituted for hired labor,   mechanization prob- 
ably did not affect the size of units to any great extent. 

On these larger farms,   the pressure for increasing the acreage under 
operation may have been less than on smaller farms.     The operators of 
larger farms have had more flexibility than the small farmers in respect 
to size of machinery used as well as to number of workers employed. 
By and large,   these farms are of a size to use the largest and latest 
machines efficiently.     Their larger size has also afforded more  com- 
plete divisibility of machine inputs and combinations of sizes to achieve 
maximum efficiency on existing acreages.     An operator of a smaller 
farm,   for example,   may have to decide between using a small tractor 
and equipment that lacks the needed capacity for peak workloads or a 
larger tractor and related equipment that cannot be utilized at maximum 
efficiency on the acreage he operates.     In respect to labor,   large-scale 
farmers have had more leeway in adjusting labor inputs through reducing 
the number of hired workers.     This greater flexibility in resource com- 
binations no doubt made for easier and more  complete adjustments on 
large-scale farms,   without the necessity of changing the acreage base or 
reorganizing the farming system to use the land more intensively. 

Operators of the larger farms generally have had greater financial 
ability to make profitable investments in land,   buildings,   and equipment. 
Higher disposable incomes to operators of these farms have provided 
investment funds as well as greater cash reserves.     The more general 
use of regular commercial credit channels has provided additional funds 
when needed. 
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Part of the finaneial advantage of large-scale farms over the smaller 
units,   however,   probably lies in the differences in outlook of their oper- 
ators.     The larger operations are oriented more to a commercial envi- 
ronment and investments are made on a rational economic basis of the 
long-range expectations for earnings.     Frequently,   farmers on the small- 
er farms have not used even the more limited credit facilities available 
to them.     Although this may be partly because of less informed manage- 
ment,   it may result more from the smaller incomes received by these 
operators.     Risk taking is easier when one is certain of adequate cash 
or credit reserves to tide over a few years of adverse prices or weath- 
er.     Adverse conditions that might mean temporary losses to large- 
scale operators could easily result in bankruptcy and loss of farm, home, 
and occupation for operators of smaller farms. 

During the decade from 1929 to 1939,   large-scale farms increased 
their volumes of business substantially,   and in 1939,   they accounted for 
a greater proportion of market sales than in 1929 (table 20,   page  54). 
It is apparent that even during the period of low prices for farm prod- 
ucts and reduced incomes to farming,   large-scale operators continued 
to apply the fruits of scientific advances in production techniques.   Fail- 
ure of smaller farmers to make similar investments to increase their 
volumes of business can probably be traced to their more limited finan- 
cial and credit situations.     Incomes were low and this was met by a 
virtual curtailment of investment for capital items and by holding cur- 
rent cash operating expenditures to a minimum. 

Family farms are affected by many of the economic incentives for 
mechanization that affect the large-scale units.     The slower adoption of 
mechanization on family farms,   however,   has been due largely to the 
more limited capital available to these farmers and the economic reality 
that mechanization,   as such,   can increase yields and incomes very little 
unless it is accompanied by either increases in the acreage handled or 
reorganized systems of farming.     Operators of family farms,   who are 
faced with a more or less fixed family-labor supply,   lack a strong eco- 
nomic incentive to substitute machinery for labor. 

Past trends indicate that family-size farms make their greatest in- 
vestments for improvement in yields and decreases in labor needs in 
years of reasonably good returns to farming.     These investments are 
probably made largely from current income.     In a study of the savings 
and debt-paying abilities of a selected group of Georgia Piedmont farm 
families on family-size farms,   Hendrix concluded that "incomes large 
enough to provide at the same time a reasonably good living are essen- 
tial to either very modest savings or safe credit transactions" (4), 
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The increase in mechanization on family farms has been associated 
closely with the rise in disposable incomes of farm families,   which be- 
gan in the early fortieSo     Indications are that motives were social as 
well as economic.     Many farms that were operated primarily by family 
labor were  mechanized to remove  some  of the human drudgery from 
farming - to shorten working hours and relieve wives  and children from 
fieldwork.     To family farmers,   tractors  and mechanical equipment have 
brought about an improvement in working conditions of family members 
similar to the improvements that electrical appliances and facilities 
hav^ brought in levels of living in the household. 

Mechamzation of family farms,   however,   unless accompanied by a 
substantial decrease in the nunaber of family Hiembers remaining at home, 
created a tremendous potential within the family for stepping up produc- 
tion through farm enlargement.     This was because of the need to utilize 
family labor more efficiently ^id to justify,   economically,   the high cost 
of machinery.     Much of the increase in size of acreage in recent years 
was probably of this nature,   as the steady pull of people from farm to 
nonfarm occupations made land available for farm enlargement. 

Under naost conditions,   enlargement of the acreage under one manage- 
ment operation is a slow process,   which depends on whether land for 
rent^ or purchase is  available within reasormble proximity to the farm 
headquarters.     The rate at which Is^ becomes available for farm con- 
solidation at economically feasible prices is usii^ly through the normal 
process of division of estates and bmikruptcies and retirements,   as well 
as the voluntary movement of whole families from farming to other oc- 
cupations.     Outmigration,   in turn,   depends on the availability of profit- 
able alternatives to farming. 

Mchols  (9) has shown that in the South,   for example,   it is not at all 
uncommon to find heavy pressure on the local land supply by a popula- 
tion lacking alternative non-agricultural employment.     When this occurs, 
the price of even very poor land is bid up to levels comparable to those 
of the Nation^s most fertile lands. 

Under these circumstances,   the cost of land may virtually prohibit 
needed adjustments in acreage.     But even availability of land for :ferm 
enlargement at economically feasible prices does not assure reorganiza- 
tion into effective mechanized units.     Often the land is hilly,   rough,  and 
unsuited to mechanized operations in the types of farming carried on. 
Gonsolidations of small cotton and general farms in the southeastern and 
Appalachian regions into more efficient operating units have frequently 
required complex changes in enterprises.     Under these conditions. 
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adjustments are more difficult,   as they require new or different manage- 
rial skills  as well as large investments in capital items. 

Since  1939,   the increase in volume of business on family-scale farms 
has been slightly more than was indicated for large-scale farms.    Family- 
scale operations  accoimted for successively higher proportions of the mar- 
ket sales in each 5-year interval between 1939  and  1954,     These gains 
were apparently the result of a phenomenal "catching-up" process as rising 
farm incomes stimulated the rapid assimilation on famüy-scale farms 
of a variety of production innovations whose  adoption had been seriously 
retarded during the depression years of the  1930*s,     Growth and develop- 
ment in the nonfarm sector and high levels of employment and income 
created an economic environment that facilitated these  adjustments in 
agriculture. 

INCOME OF  FARM OPERATOR FAMILIES 

In an economy dedicated to steadily increasing levels of living,   the 
problem of low incomes among large numbers of farm families is of 
concern.     Low incomes  are a chronic problem among operator families 
on many of the smaller commercial farms.     It has been shown that 
these small farms have disappeared rapidly from American agriculture 
in recent years.     Many of these  operators  enlarged the scope of their 
farming operations.     Others improved their financial status by taking 
up nonfarm jobs.     Some continued to farm on a part-time basis while 
others left the farm completely.     Fewer farms have meant a larger re- 
source base for those who have chosen to remain in agriculture.     This 
has resulted in a substantial increase in size of farm when measured 
in terms of acreage and volume of business.     These developments have 
worked toward a more efficient agriculture.     At the same time,   the 
fewer persons in farming have obtained a larger share of farm income 
per person. 

Adjustments of this kind,   however,   are not necessarily reflected in 
actual improvement in the real incomes from farming of farm operator 
families.     Net  cash incomes from farming are  comprised of the quan- 
tity of production marketed times the price per unit received minus the 
cash costs of production.     Real cash incomes,   in turn,   depend on the 
relative purchasing power of the farmer's dollar for the goods and serv- 
ices used in family living. 

The physical volume of farm marketings has increased steadily since 
1929,   except for years  of adverse weather.     In 1954,   it was half again 
as large as it was  25 years earlier (table  22).     Real incomes of farm 



Table 22. - Cash receipts,  expenditures,  and net cash income frona farming. United States, 
selected years,   1929-54 

Year 

1929 - — 

1939  

1944  

1949  

1954   

Cash receipts 
frona farm 
marketings 

i/ 

Million 
dollars 

11,312 

7, 872 

20, 536 

27, 864 

29,714 

Operators' 
cash 

expenditures 
2/ 

Million 
dollars 

7,393 

5,994 

11,943 

19, 540 

21, 664 

Operators' net 
cash income 

from farming 
3/ 

Million 
dollars 

3,919 

2, 641 

9, 369 

8, 510 

8,307 

Cash receipts  : Operators' real 
from farm 
marketings 
valued at 

1954 prices 
4/ 

Million 
dollars 

19, 044 

20,607 

25,949 

27,753 

29,714 

:net cash income 
:   from farming 
:     (purchasing 
:  power in 1954 
:     dollars) 5/  

Million 
dollars 

6,973 

6, 030 

14, 662 

9, 594 

8, 307 

y AU sales  of crops,   livestock,   and livestock products* 
2_l  Includes  current operating expenses,   farm capital expenditures,   property taxes,   farm 

mortgage interest,  and net rent to nonfarm landlords. 
^/ Cash receipts  less  cash expenditures plus  government payments« 
4/ Cash receipts  deflated to  1954   level of prices  received by farmers for farm products« 
5/  Operator's net  cash income deflated to  1954 level of prices  paid by farmers for family 

living items. 

CO 

The Farm Income Situation (11)« 
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families (from farming),   however,   have varied because of changes in 
price levels for farm products,   the  composition and cost of production 
items,   and the cost of items used for family living. 

Between 1929 and 1939,   farm prices fell off substantially,   while the 
cost of items bought by farmers for production and family living did not 
decline proportionately.     In contrast to the  1929-39 period were the years 
1939-44,   during which prices for farm products more than doubled and 
costs of production and of family living rose more  slowly.     Farm prices 
continued to rise in the years imnaediately following World War II,   but 
by 1949,   rising costs to farmers for production items  and for family 
living had reduced real incomes from farming to nearly a third below 
the peak years of 1943-47o     In 1954,   farm prices  averaged about the 
same as in 1949,   but the  continuing increase in costs of production and 
of family living items brought about a further decline in the purchasing 
power of farm incomCo    The  average real net income per farm was only 
slightly less in 1954 than 5 years  earlier because of the  continuing de- 
cline in farm numbers. 

Since  1929,   the  composition of production resources used in farming 
has  changed considerably.     The increases in total farm production are 
associated with increases in purchased inputs,   such as fertilizers and 
seeds.     Mechanization of farm operations  entailed increased cash costs 
for upkeep and replacement of machines  and for fuel and oil.     The chang- 
ing nature of farm inputs increased total farm output and output per unit 
of labor.     But at the same tinae,   it increased farmers'  vulnerability to 
changes in the prices  of goods  and services produced in the nonfarna sec- 
tor.     The overall result is that relative to prices received,   the  cash 
costs  associated with producing a given quantity of farm production have 
increased. 

Low-Income Farms 

A major aspect of the  structural changes that have taken place in 
farming has to do with changes in the  relative income groups in agricul- 
ture.     The phenomenal increase in total farm output in recent years and 
the growth in average market sales on commercial farms do not reflect 
the relative income situation of farmers.     The economic classification of 
commercial farms,   discussed previously in this  report,   is intended pri- 
marily to show the rate  of growth in farm size based on numbers of 
farms that were producing at specified volumes of physical output.     Use 
of these classes in analyses of income  changes in agriculture would be 
misleading.     This is particularly true with reference to the small class 
V and class VI farms whose numbers have decreased so rapidly in recent 
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decades o     In fact/ the apparent decrease in the number of small,   low- 
income farms could lead to a complacent attitude regarding this serious 
problem.     It is not that the million farm operator families who in 1954 
received their primary source of income from gross farm sales of less 
than $2,500  are likely to be taken as  a minor problem; but that the de- 
crease in the number of farnas producing at this level of physical pro- 
duction creates a false inripression that the low-inconie problem in agri- 
culture is being rapidly cured through time (see table  5,   page  20), 

For the purpose of providing an approxinaate measure of the low-in- 
come farm problem in perspective over the last quarter-century,   two 
concepts of income are taken into consideration:    (1) Low income on a 
real income basis and (2) low income on a relative income basis.    The 
former concept relates to the deternaination of low income on an abso- 
lute basis and deals with the establishment of the number of farm oper- 
ator families with real incomes from farming that are below a constant 
value.     The latter concept views   low income as relative to incomes 
throughout the economy at large. 

Farms in classes V and VI - those with farm sales of less than $2,500 - 
are taken to represent low-income farms in 1954,     Operators of these 
farms did not work off the farm as much as  100 days,   and farm sales 
exceded the incomes of the operator families from off-farm sources. 
Low-income farms in the earlier years are related to the gross farm 
sales required,   on the average,   to realize incomes equivalent to those 
on class V and class VI farms in 1954. 

In determining the number of low-income farms on a real inconre 
basis,   it was necessary to establish for each year the gross farm sales 
that were required to return to the operator a constant real net cash in- 
come from farming.     Account was t^en of changes in prices  received 
by farmers,   changes in the composition and costs of farm production in- 
puts,   and changes in the cost of items purchased for family living.   In- 
terpolations were made of the number of farms having gross  sales below 
this established amount.     The groupings on this basis  mean simply that 
if the classification of farnas in 1954 by gross value of sales is used to 
designate low-income farms,   comparable groupings on a real income ba- 
sis for earlier years would be as indicated.     For a more detailed ex- 
planation of procedure,   see the  appendix. 

It is apparent that real incomes from farming,   as  naeasured in this 
way,   have been subject to violent fluctuations during the last  25 years 
(table  23),     The magnitude of this  change is illustrated in the gross 
sales equivalent used to determine numbers of low-inconae farms on a 



Table 23« - Low-income farms; gross sales equivalents and nunabers of farms on two bases.  United 
States,  selected years,   1929-54 

:                     Real income basis I                 Relative income basis 

:      Gross 
;       sales        : 
.   equivalent   : 
:           1/ 

Low-income farms 2/ 
Gross 

;         sales 
equivalent : 

3/ 

;    Low-income farms 2/ 

Year 
Number     : 

Percentage 
of 

commercial; 
[      farms       [ 

Number    ' 

Percentage 
of 

'commercial 
farms 

1954 dollars Thousands         Percent      1954 dollars    Thousands         Percent 

2,320                  49,1                1,295                1,690                   35,8 1929 ^ ; 

1939 • 

1,905 

9. -^ctn 

1944 ; 

1949 ■ 

1,235                    960                  24.4                1,275                1,000                   25.4 

2,020                1,140                  32.9                1,830                1,050                   30.3 

9  cinn                    QQ«                 ^9.  9.               9  t;nn                    QQ«                  ^9  9 1954 ' 
W   <-!»      <-« 

1/  Gross  sales  (valued at  1954 prices)  required to return to farm operators  a real net cash 
income from farming equivalent to that received from gross sales  of $2, 500 in  1954, when ac- 
count is  made for overall changes in the composition of farm inputs, price-cost relationships, 
and family living  costs.    See the  appendix for a more  detailed explanation, 

2_/  Number of commercial farms  in each year having gross  sales  of less  than the  amounts 
specified in the  adjacent gross  sales  equivalent column.     See the  appendix for a more  detailed 
explanation» 

3^/  The gross  sales  equivalents  of real income were  adjusted «by an index of United States 
average  real income per capita.    See the  appendix for a more  detailed explanation. 

Oí 
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real income basiSo In 1949 and 1954, it took nearly twice the volume 
of farm marketings (valued at 1954 prices) that it took in 1944 to pro- 
duce a unit of real income» Between 1944 and 1954, a farmer needed 
to double his physical volume of market sales in order to maintain the 
same purchasing power« 

The reader is  cautioned that the several components that go into mak- 
ing these estimates are based on averages for the United States for all 
farmSo     Changes in the kind of inputs,   the proportion of gross  sales 
that is net,   the prices farnaers  receive for farm commodities,   and even 
the items purchased for family living vary considerably by types  and 
sizes of farms.     It is believed,   however,   that variations  of individual 
farms from the average would introduce a generally similar bias in each 
of the years for which estimates  are  naade.     The  approximations are per- 
haps more useful to indicate the direction of changes than to define  ab- 
solute numbers in any given year o 

On a real income basis,   low-income farnas  comprised nearly half of 
the  commercial farms   in  1930.     Despite the  decrease  of a half million 
in the number of commercial farms between  1930  and  1940,  the number 
of low-income farms incre asedo    The greatest improvement in the in- 
come position of farmers was in the   1940-45 period,   when farm prices 
were high relative to  costs and during which total production increased 
by about a fifth»     The number of low-income farms declined by more 
than half to comprise only a fourth of the commercial farms«    Between 
1945 and  1950,   low-income  farms  as indicated by this  measure increas- 
ed as  a proportion of all commercial farms from a fourth to a third» 
The actual number of these farms increased between  1945 and  1950 and 
in  1954,   the number was only slightly smaller than 10 years  earlier» 

What is happening to the number and proportion of farms that make 
up the low-income problem, in commercial agriculture as defined by this 
measure depends largely on the time periods  selected for comparison» 
Selection of an appropriate base for comparison would involve arbitrary 
determination of the price-cost relationships deenaed equitable to pro- 
ducers  and consumers of farm products  alike»     Use of 1945 for com- 
parative purposes selects one of several World War II years in which 
price  controls were in effect»     Price  ceilings for farm products were 
fixed at levels that were higher in relation to  ceiling prices  of commod- 
ities used in farm production and family living than is characteristic of 
these  relationships during peacetime years«     The economi<î pricing mech- 
anism was favorable to farmers during the World War 11 years.   If 1940, 
1930,   or possibly any earlier year is taken as  a basis for comparison, 
it is  apparent that there has  been substantial improvement in the low- 
income farm problem* 
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As the base year is moved farther back into the past,   however, 
another concept of income must be considered.     Progress,   over time, is 
based on increasing,   not constant,   incomes.     Increasing levels of living 
Eire associated with a rise in the real incomes of families and individuals 
The  comparison shown here of the numbers of farms having constant 
purchasing power is not sufficient as a relative measure if it is extend- 
ed over a prolonged period of years*     The question of income in agri- 
culture,   as it relates to time,   is whether the increase in farm incomes 
has been consistent with the rising incomes and levels of living of per- 
sons  in other sectors  of the  economy, 

It is looking toward this latter concept of what constitutes low income 
that estimates are made of the number of low-income farms on a rela- 
tive income basis«     The gross sales equivalents of real income, discussed 
previously,   were deflated by an index of average per capita real income 
for the United States,     Interpolations were made to determine the num- 
ber of farms with sales below these adjusted amounts.     The number of 
low-income farms on a relative income basis is  also shown in table 23, 

When low income in agriculture is viewed relative to incomes in 
other segments of the economy,   it is apparent that the contours of the 
problem differ somewhat from those indicated by numbers of low-income 
farms  on a real income basis.     In a comparison of the two series  of 
trend data,   the most noticeable difference is that there were  considera- 
bly fewer low-income farms in 1930 and 1940 on a relative income bas- 
is than was indicated by the measure based on real income  (fig,   5), 
The proportions of the  commercial farms that are low-income farms 
according to this  concept of relative income show surprisingly snaall 
variation.     Only a slightly smaller proportion of the  commercial farms 
were  classified as low-income farms in 1954 than 25 years earlier. 

Relative to average real income per capita for the United States as 
a whole,   the proportion of low-income commercial farms increased be- 
tween 1945 and 1950 and between 1950  and 1954,    However,   the  abso- 
lute number remained at approximately 1 million in each of those years, 

NUMBER OF FARMS BY INCOME AND SCALE OF OPERATION 

The foregoing discussions of changes in the farming structure were 
based on three approaches: (1) Changes in the number of farms in con- 
stant physical output groups; (2) changes in the number of comnaercial 
farms grouped by physical output levels associated with constant levels 
of employment through time; and (3) changes in the number of low-in- 
come commercial farms grouped by physical output levels associated 
with estimated net cash income from farming. 



LOW-INGOME FARMS 
Percent of Commerçiol Farms 

930 I 
,*,*,^.*,-.^,'.',^,■,',*.'.-,*.;.*.',*,'.■,*,^,'.'>^*,-,*,*.■.',*,'■«,*, 

í:-:-:-:-:-:-:í:*:í:*:-:-:-:*:.:í:.::;í:-:> 
*:*:*:J39.2% 

49 J% 

53.7% 

Real income* 

[ill Real relative 
income^ 

^BELOW   THAT   REALIZED  FROM   GROSS FARM  SALES OF S2,500  tN   1954 

^REAL  INCOME  ADJUSTED  BY  INDEX  OF  REAL  INCOME  PER   CAPITA   FOR   U. 5. 

U.S.  DEPARTMENT OF  AGRICULTURE NEC.   56 (12)-2256      AGRICULTURAL   RESEARCH   SERVICE 

Figure 5 
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No attempt has been made to define what is frequently referred to as 
''the family farm ideal«*'    It is believed,   however,   that most of the in- 
gredients of a generally useful approximation of the goal are found with- 
in the  concepts of scale of operation and income of operator families. 
Scale of operation is  a measure of control over resources of production. 
The terms  "large-scale, "  "family-scale, " and "small-scale"  are used in 
this report to define broad groups of farms which,   throughout the years 
under consideration,   represent similar levels of productive capacity of 
labor.    Scale of operation,   as  applied to the family farm concept,   has 
particular reference to the separation in each year of the farms that 
would be thought of as larger than family size - farms with a volume of 
business large enough so that hired labor is  an important element in the 
day-to-day operations; farms that,   even using current levels of technol- 
ogical efficiency,   had productive work requirements in excess of those 
that ordinarily would be handled by the operator and members of his fana- 
ily with only supplementary use of hired labor. 

Many social and cultural values comnaonly associated with the family 
farm "ideal"  are difficult to define or measure quantitatively.     Farm 
operator income levels  are rather closely related to these goals.   Hous- 
ing,   diet,   education of children,   home  conveniences,  and all the other 
indexes of levels of living depend in part on family income,   as does the 
development of such community facilities  as  churches,   schools, and roads. 
Associated closely are  such things  as  security in old age  smd conserva- 
tion and improvement of the land.     The attainment of these goals also 
is related to the levels of income that farmers receive. 

As used in this report,   measures of income are oriented primarily 
toward defining trends in numbers of family farms on which incomes 
from farming would probably be too small to permit realization of these 
goals.     Gross farm sales of $2,500 were taken to represent the mini- 
mum gross farm sales required,   on the  average,   to provide  a reasona- 
bly acceptable cash income from farming in 1954. 

This level of income is arbitrary.     As  a matter of convenience, the 
breaking point between class IV and class V farms in the 1954 censius 
economic classification is used.     Cash income from farming on farms 
with $2,500 gross sales would range,   perhaps,   no higher than $1,500 to 
$2,000,     The average would probably be considerably less.    This cash 
income does not take into account the farna-produced products used in 
the home,   the rental value of the farm dwelling,   or other sources of 
nonmonetary income usually referred to as farm perquisites.    Additional 
cash income to most of these families from off-farna sources is not 
large in view of criteria used in separating these farms.    This supplemen- 
tal income has probably increased through time, however.    Classification 
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criteria for this group of commercial farms exclude those with a major 
source of employm.ent or income from off-farm sources» 

The measures of income and scale of operation have been merged to 
give some general indication of changes in the structure of farming when 
farms  are viewed as large-scale farms^   medium- to high-income family 
farms,   and low-income family farms  (fig.   6,   table  24),     The income- 
scale approach to approxinaating the trend in number of medium- to high- 
income farms  consists of separating out the large-scale  and the low-in- 
come farms.     The level of real farm income relative to income in other 
segments of the economy is used to deternaine the number of low-income 
family farms»     The residual approxinaates what might be thought of as 
medium- to high-income family farms. 

These estimates are based on the concepts and procedures developed 
in foregoing discussions. They are subject to the limitations inherent in 
the application of these concepts to broad groupings of farms« The pur- 
pose of the estimates is primarily to show trend and direction. As such, 
the estimates of farm nimabers are more useful in showing the compara- 
tive change between years than in indicating the actual number of farms 
in the  different categories in any particular year. 

By this  measure,   the number of family farms  in commercial agricul- 
ture with medium-to-high incomes decreased by half a million between 
1930  and  1940,     In the depression years  of the  1930*s,   the  combination 
of low farm prices,   fairly rigid costs for items  of production and fami- 
ly living,   and limited opportunities  for farm-nonfarm migration reduced 
the proportion of medium- to high-income family farms,   as  defined,   to 
the lowest ebb of the last  25 years«     In contrast.   World War II ushered 
in some  of agriculture's  most prosperous  years.     Family farms with 
medium-to-high incomes   comprised more  than two-thirds  of all commer- 
cial farms in  1945. 

Between  1945 and 1954,   the number of these farms  decreased by 
800, 000 and as  a proportion of commercial farms,   from 70 to  64 per- 
cent.     Rising farm prices were more than offset by still higher costs 
of production.     Real net cash farm-operator income dropped by more 
than two-fifths.     As  mentioned previously,   the move toward part-time 
farming was  particularly noticeable  during this  decade.     No doubt,   the 
move toward part-time farming was  influenced somewhat by the price- 
cost squeeze in agriculture  and the need to supplement reduced farm 
earnings. 

It is apparent that the number and proportion of commercial farms that 
are medium- to high-income family farms according to the concepts and def- 
initions used in this report have varied considerably through time.    Scale of 
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Table 24. - Number and percentage of large-scale commercial farina and 
number of family farms by income groups. United States,  specified years, 
1929-54 

Income and 
scale -of-operation 
 group  

Number of commercial farms: 
Large-scale farms 1/  

Family farms: l_l~ 
Mediimi to high 
income 2/-----.--  

Low income 3/  

All family farms  

All commercial farms 

Percentage of commercial 
farms: 
Large-scale farms 1/—- 

Family farms: l/~ 
Medium-to-high- 
income 2/  

Low-income 3/  

All family farms  

All commercial farms- 

1945 : 1950 : 1954 

Thou.  Thou.  Thou.  Thou.  Thou. 

205    195    175    155    134 

2, 828 
1,690 

2,400 
1, 670 

2,766 
1,000 

2, 260 
1, 050 

1,968 
998 

4,518       4,070       3,766       3,310       2,966 

4,723       4,265       3,941       3,465      3,100 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

4.3 

59.9 
35.8 

4.6 

56.3 
39.1 

4.4 

70.2 
25.4 

4.5 

65.2 
30,3 

'4.>3 

63.5 
3^; 2 

95.7 95.4 95v6 95.5 95.7 

100.0       100.0       100. Ö       100.0       100.0 

!_/  For definition,   see footnote  1,   table  15,   page 44, 
2/ Obtained by subtracting the number of low-income farms from the 

number of all family farms. 
3/  Relative income basis.     For definition,   see footnotes to table  19, 

page  50. ' 

operation imposes an upper limit that has shown a fairly constant direction 
over the years, but use of the income concept reveals the extent to which 
external economic factors, over which farm families haye little control, 
determine the number and proportion of medium- to high-income family 
farms.    Prices for farm products, the relative cost to farmers of items 
used in farm production and for family living,  and the availability of profit- 
able job alternatives outside agriculture have an essential part in determin- 
ing the number and importance of medium- to high-ihcoïïie family farms. 
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APPENDIX 

Table  25.- The labor force,   United States,   1929-55 

Year 

Persons  14 years of age and over 

Total 

Total 
labor 
force 

(includ- 
ing 

Armed 
Forces) 

Armed 
Forces 

Civilian labor force 

Total 

Employment 

Total 
Agri- 

cultural 

Non- 
agri- 

cultural 

Unem- 
ploy- 
ment 

1929  

1930 —  
1931  
1932  
1933 - — 
1934  

1935  
1936  
1937   
1938  
1939 —  

1940   
1941 - - — 
1942   
1943  
1944 — 

1945  
1946  
1947  
1948 —  
1949  

1950 -  
1951  
1952  
1953  
1954  

1955 

Thou,     Thou.      Thou.      Thou.      Thou.      Thou.      Thou.      ThQU» 

87,910     49,440 260      49,180     47,630     10,450   37,180      4^0 

89, 440 
90, 600 
91,700 
92, 840 
94, 080 

95,350 
96, 580 
97, 740 
98, 980 

100,210 

101,490 
102,640 
103,690 
104, 750 
105,750 

106,620 
107, 590 
108, 831 
109,924 
111,095 

112,237 
113,382 
114,5S9 
116, 576 
117, 664 

50,080 
50, 680 
51, 250 
51, 840 
52,490 

53, 140 
53, 740 
54,320 
54, 950 
55, 600 

260 
260 
250 
250 
260 

270 
300 
320 
340 
370 

56,180 540 
57, 530 1,620 
60,380 3,970 
64, 560 9,020 
66,040 11,410 

65,290 11,430 
60,970 3, 450 
61,758 1,590 
62,898 1,456 
63,721 1,616 

64,749 
65,983 
66, 560 
67,362 
67,818 

1, 650 
3,098 
3,594 
3,547 
3,350 

49,820 
50,420 
51,000 
51, 590 
52,230 

52, 870 
53,440 
54, 000 
54,610 
55, 230 

55,640 
55,910 
56,410 
55, 540 
54,630 

53,860 
57,520 
60,168 
61,442 
62.105 

63,099 
62,884 
62, 966 
63,815 
64,468 

45, 480 
42, 400 
38.940 
38,760 
40,890 

42,260 
44,410 
46, 300 
44,220 
45, 750 

47.520 
50,350 
53,750 
54, 470 
53,960 

52, 820 
55, 250 
58,027 
59,378 
58,710 

59,957 
61,005 
61,293 
62,213 
61,238 

10,340 
10,290 
10,170 
10,090 
9,900 

10,110 
10, 000 
9,820 
9, 690 
9,610 

9,540 
9,100 
9, 250 
9, 08O 
8, 950 

8, 580 
8,320 
8, 266 
7,973 
8,026 

7,507 
7, 054 
6, 805 
6, 562 
6,504 

35,140 
32,110 
28. 770 
28,670 
30.990 

32.150 
34.410 
36,480 
34,530 
36,140 

37,980 
41, 250 
44, 500 
45,390 
45,010 

44, 240 
46, 930 
49, 761 
51,405 
50,684 

52, 450 
53,951 
54, 488 
55, 651 
54,734 

4,340 

8,020 
12,060 
12,830 
11,340 

10,610 
9,030 
7,700 
10,390 
9,480 

8,120 
5,560 
2, 660 
1,070 

670 

1,040 
2,270 
2,142 
2, 064 
3,395 

3,142 
1,879 
1,673 
1,602 
3,230 

118,846     68,896    3,048       65,847    63,194      6,730    56,464      2.654 

Economic Report of the President (20). 
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Table 26^ - Number of commercial farms by economic cl^ass.   United States and major 
geographic regions,   speciftedyetars,   1929^54 

Géographie region 
and economic 
class of farm 

1^ 

United States: 
Class I --^„—^^-.-.^«-—w. 
Glass 11 -w„——-,™—™--- 
Glass in—^ —^-^--..- «. 
Glass IV -.—-——^—-,-—-^. 
Glass V-—*-™-^-^™—™- 
Glass VI—.———™~« 

Ail commercial farms --—- 

New England: 
Glass I - — —.-—«„-«,_._ 
Class II -—^——.-.-^———.—- 
Glass m ----.---^---——^^. 
Glass IV ^-——^,—.^.„„-.„^ 
Glass V-—^ ———~———. 
Glass VI^^-—^————..—. 

All commerciai farms -.- 

Middle Atlantic: 
Class I -—-. —-^—.^-^-,—— 
Glass II -^-,-.—^ ^ —-— 
Glass III-—«—,-^„„-—^ 
Class rv-™--.-.-™^--—«- 
Glass V--^-™.-.—«.-—.*,-* 
Class VI —.—————„„. 

All commercial farms .- 

East North Centralr 
Class I ——-„-—-.^-. .- 
Glass n —^™-,—™—^—,-^. 
Glas& m —™——-— ^-— 
Glass IV———.-^.^——— 
Glass V——^-.————-.—« 
Class VI ———-^^^-«-.™- 

All commercial farm.s ^^- 

West North Central:^ 
.    Class I^™-.^™—^-™—— 

Class H—™—-^—— —— 
Class in-—-. —_—  
Glass IV -—-.—™——. 
Glass V  ———-„-. 
Glass VI.-,———^™„.- 

All commercial farms 

I          VaMe of » _ Number of farms 
:             sales • 
:       (1954 prices) " * 1930 :  1940 :   1945 :  1950 :  1954 

•          M -   M' • 

Dollars •     T rtiou. Thou. Thou. Thou. Thou. 

'       25/000 and over --•"- 47 60 91 103 134 
•       10/000-^4^999 ; • ; 205 252 347 381 449 

5,000.9,999 V. 560 585 723 721 707 
•         2;50^..4/9m •1 ;Ô78 1/015 976 8S2 811 
•1/   1.200^2; 499 •i .274 1,070 867 661 536 
• 1/       250^1,199  - •1 ,559 1.283 937 717 463 

:    :      ;>—■       : ;4 ,723 4.265 3.941 3. 465 3.100 

•       25/000 and over 

—ir- 

1 1 2 4 4 
^10,000-24.999 • 6 6 8 11 11 
•         5,0O0-B,99a :_•": 7 14 19 14 13 
•         ^; 500-4,990 30 19 12 14 11 
• 3/1,200-2,499 • - 20 14 7 5 3 
V31      150-1,199 v: 16 15 13 6 4 

.                  ^„ i 80 69 61 54 46 

!       25/000 and over 
*_ - 

2 3 5 7 8 
.       10, 000-M, 999 .J 16 17 22 30 34 
.         5^000-9^999 "^- 52 44 51 52 48 
.         2,500*4^999 :," " 81 65 59 49 42 
: 3/   U200-2^499 65 49 28 22 13 
. 3/        250-l/19r - -• - :      49 43 31 19 14 
:                  -.^« 

• ;- 
265 122Ï 196 179 159 

:       25, 000 and over 
: 

4 8 10 13 20 
:       t(l/000w24,999 t 24 56 72 &2 111 
:         5,000-9,999 -    9      - 120 136 176 178 169 
:         2, 500-^; 999 : 250 257 207 191 158 
: 3/1,200*2,499 V 221 164 115 91 86 
: 3/       250-1/199 : 156 137 99 70 48 
•                   *—   \ 

•:_ 
775 758 679 625 592 

'       25, 000 mid over 12 12 22 21 26 
•      lX),ÔCH)-^24,999 " 65 79 126 121 143 
'         5,^00^9,999 • - 214 194 259 250 236 

^,500-4,999 • -" 314 249 242 232 200 
•3/   1,200-2,499 • 220 Í99 132 119 90 
•3/        250-1,199 * 151 169 98 76 56 

:                  ■*"'" 
• ^ 976 902 879 819 751 

. Continued 
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Table  26.- Number of commercial farms by economic class.   United States and major 
geographic regions,   specified years,   1929-54-Continued 

Geographic region                  : Value of          : 
sales             : 

(1954 prices)        : 
2/                : 

Numbers on Jarms 
and economic                       : 
class of farm                         : 

1/                                 : 

• .                ^ : •                    • 
1930 Î   1940  : 1045^ r 19 50 :  1954 

• %                                   »      ---'                       m    - 

South Atlantic:                                              * 
Class I * 
Class II ' 
Class m  • 
Class IV  ' 
Class V - ' 
Class VI- -  • 

Dollars 

25, 000 and over ' 
10,000-24,999     ' 
5,000-9,999       ' 
2,500-4,999       ' 

3/    1,200-2,499       = 
3/        250-1,199       ' 

Thou.    Thou.   Thdü.    Thou.    Thoi^ 

3             5             6             8          11 
13           IB         ^8          21          30 
34          45         44          50          71 

104        124        145        IM        142 
208        195        188        143V    ^11 
336        259         218         160        102 

All commercial farms .                  : 698        644 :     619     V 518        467 

East South Central:                                   : 
Class I : 
Class II --  : 
Class m - : 
Class IV— : 
Class V- : 
Class VI : 

25,000 and over • 
10,000-24,999    , 
5,000-9,999 
2, 500.4, 999 

3/    1,200-2,499 
3/        250-1,199 

1             2^34 
5          10          10           12          14 

17           25       ^1          30          39 
74          78        1^7          82         106 

198        187        206        144        137 
434        347         261         239        146 

All commercial farms    729        649^        617        510        446 

West South Central: 
Class I    
Class n  
Class in-  
Class IV—  
Class V  
Class VI  

25, 000 and over 
:       10,000-24,999 

5,000-9,999 
:         2, 500-4, 999 
: 3/   1,200-2,499 
: 3/        250-1,199 

6             9           12          17           21 
:         37          27        V M         46^         44 
:         36          57          68          72          64 
:       137        13Ü        126        106          93 
:       247        208       158       102          75 
:       360        250        178     y 121          74 

All commercial farms  ;           — ;       823         681 :     578^        464        371 

Mountain: 
Class I  —  
Class II  
Class III --- 
Class IV  
Class V  
Class VI  

25, 000 and over 
!       10,000-24,999 
!          5,000-9,999 
\          2, 500-4, 999 
i 3/    1,200.2,499 
: 3/         250-1,199 

;            6             7          lo           12           13 
!          17           20           26           27           28 
!         39           34         ^7           38           34 
!          50           41           34           35          30 
?          50           3a           20          IT          12 
;         22           34          18           12          10 

All commercial farms  :                 — :       184        166^    145        141       127 

Pacific: 
Class I —  .       25,000 and over 

!       10,000-24,999 
!          5,000-9,999 
!          2, 500-4,999 
! 3/    1,200-2,499 
.'3/        250-1,199 

j         12          13          22          19          2T 
22           21           29           31           34 

Class ni-  
Class IV  
Class V   
Class VI   - -  

]         41           36           38           37           33 
\         38           52          44           37           29 
\          45           24           13          17              9 
\         35           29          m           14             9 

All  commercial farms  ;            — ;       193        175        167        155        141 

y  For list of States included in each region,   see footnote  1,   table  5,   page  20. 
2/  Value intervals in earlier years deflated to  1954 level of prices  received by farmers 

for" farm commodities.     See appendix for method used. 
3/ Excludes farms whose operators worked off the farm as much a^ 100 d^ys 

with other income of operator and family members greater than sales from the farm» 
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Table 27,- Niiraber of part-tím#  and residente      farms. United States 
and major geographic regions,  specified years,  1929-54 

■              Number of farms ^/ 
Geograpliic region 1^/ \  ■        —; —  

; 1930 ; 194a ; 1945 ; 1950 ; 1954 

; Thou. Thou. Thou. Thou. Thou. 
- • 

New Engleaid-.———. .-- -_-.___[      38 42 59 44 33 
: • 

Middle Atlantic--^--. ^——-__--_-_ ' 72 85 112 108 89 

East North Central-■ .——-——^ ; 131 174 204 239 192 

West North Centíral _- _,^-^ _ ' 81 123 116 146 140 

South Atlantic -——---—-. ——, [ 219 258 278 370 341 

East South Central- —————,-J 171 207 222 329 293 

West South Central -—— ______-• 12& 173 215 277 272 

o 

Mountain—-——™^-. -.-„-^-^^-. ;       31 45 48 49 50 

Pacific ■ —,-^—„^„.—,-„^,,._-, ;       53 74 81        108 98 

United States total---^— — -—^ :     924   1, 181    1,345    1, 670    1, 507 

1/  For list of States included in each region,   see footnote  1,   table  5, 
page 20« 

2/  Farmâ with sales of less than $2,499,   provided the operator worked 
off the farm 100 or more days or ^he other incom^e of the operator and 
family members was greater than sates from the farm«     Value intervals 
in earlier years deflated to 1954 levels of prices received by farmers for 
farm commodities.     See appendix for method used. 
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Table 28. - Average cash wages paid per farm at current wage rates, by 
economic class of farm. United States, specified years,  1939-541/ 

Economic class  2/ 1940 1945    •   1950    •   1954 

Dollars   Dollars  Dollars   Dollars 

Commercial farms: 
Class I -^--  
Class II — .  
Class in    —  
Class IV -  
Class V ———  
Class VI — 

All commercial farms £/ 

Noncommercial farms-- . 

All census farms  

4,130 1. 580 9,152 8. 300 
690 1. 325 1,548 1. 166 
250 465 557 422 
107 220 253 214 
42 92 121 106 
20 51 46 43 

175 466 674 715 

21 50 44 38 

129 326 449 477 

1/ Estimates based on reports of the Census of Agriculture for the 
years specified, 

2/  For definition,   see table 4,   page 19* 
3/ Includes  cash wages paid on farms classified as abnormal in the 

censuses  of 1950  and 1954o 

Procedure 

The effect of changes in the census definition of a farm*— Over the 
years,   the total number of farms in the United States has been subject 
to variations between censuses because of differences in the enumera- 
tion of small holdings with negligible farm production.    This is due part- 
ly to differences in emphasis between censuses upon getting a complete 
count of these small holdings.     Also,   variations have resulted from the 
inability of census enumerators to determine uniformly which places to 
enumerate as farms«    The most marked differences resulted from changes 
in the  census definition of a farm and in census processing methods. 
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Generally,   in censuses prior to 1050,   fhe^e were enumerated as farms 
^11 places of 3 or more acres with any agricùitural production and places 
of less than 3 acres,   provided the é^ricultural production for home use 
or for sale amounted to $250i 

Beginning with the census of IB 50,   the definition of a farm and the 
procedure for determining the units to be inci^ded as farms was changed 
considerably.   The criteria used in the censuses of 1950 and 1955 called 
for classifying as farms places of 3 or more acres,   provided $150 worth 
of agricultural products were produced,   exclusive of a home garden, and 
places of less than 3 acres if farm sales amounted to $150.    Instead of 
having enumerators determine which units to enumerate as farms, they 
were instructed to enumerate all places that might qualify as farms. 
The determination of which places to include as farms was made during 
office editing through uniform application of the criteria.     This proce- 
dure may have resulted in moré complete enumeration of small holdings 
than previous censuses,   but the more restrictive definition reduced sub- 
stantially the total number of farms.     Thus,   it affected considerably the 
comparahility of the censuses of 1950 and 1955 to earlier censuses. 

Comparison of the censuses of 1930,  1940^; and 1945. - In the censuses 
of^ 1930,  1940, and 1945,   the proeedtires and instructions used in enumer- 
ation were similar.   Enunaerators wer© injgt,j,üeted to enumerate as farms 
all places of 3 or more acres haying any agrieultural operations and 
places of less than 3 acres only if production for home use and for sale 
amounted to as much as $250.     Prohably there was very little difference 
in the field handling of places of 3 or more acres as enumerators had 
merely to deterrnine whether or hot any agricultural operations were 
carried on in the previous year or would be carried on in the current 
year.    For places of less than a ;acres^ how the census ñeId count 
was subject to variations because of changes in the unit prices farmers 
receive for their products.     Farms of less than 3 acres were enumer- 
ated only if production was vEdued at $250 or more.   Because of changes 
in farm prices,   this  required a consitierably- larger physical production 
in some years than in others.     The net effect was enumeration of more 
oi these small farms in years of higher prices than in years when prices 
were somewhat lower.     It may he well to note,   however,   that farms of 
less than 3 acres account for a^ very -small proportion of all farms.   In 
the census of 1945,   they accounted for a high of 2 percent and in the 
census of 1940,   for a low of 0.6 J)ercent. 



:   lii editing sched^    in the WasMçgton office of the Bxire^ of "the Cen- 
súa for determination of unita to be  coii^      as farms,   the prpc^edures    ^ 
^sed in the censuses of 18*30 and 1940 appear to have been similar.   Ques- 
tionnaires were exarmned for eonformanee with the same criteria t^ 
were set forth in enumerators'  instructions.     The  1930 census did tiot 
publish a record of the number of questionnaires rejected because of fail- 
ure to meet the n^^ as farms.     A studx of 
Questionnaires rejected in th^^ indicated that of a total of 
44^ 704 schedules rejected in the Washington office,   less thaiv 22, 00Í) we 
rejected because they failed to nieet the minimum require^^ients ofa farm. 
^ the census  of 1945,   however,   the  criteria for retention of schedules 
^ the Washington office were somewhat more restrictive for farms of 3 
t>r more  acres than those used by enumerators in the^ field.     Farms of 
-^ or more acres were retained, provided they comprised as rnuch as ^ 
acres of cropland or pasture regardless of the farm production in 1944, 
but for places that did not contain 3 acides ^^f cropland or pasture,   pro - 

Ruction amoîmtingta^ 150 for either horn sale,   was required. 
In the 1945 census,   t49,720 r-etur-nsw^ or combined.     Most of 
them failed "to meet the miniiiuim requirements for a farm. 

The somewhat more restrictive criteria for determtoing places to re- 
tain as farms in the census of^ 1945 Vi^re dM largely ta cope with 
the particular situation at the time the census was taken, ^^ar liad im- 
posed scarcities of certain foods,   aiid liad stimulated production for horae 
use  and for incidental sales on many sniall acreages t^ 
viously been used for farm production.     Numerous victory gardens located 
in the environs of towns aad cities were included in the enumeration. 
Most of these gardens did not meet the usual concept of a ^rm^     The 
more restrictive crfñce edit of the 1945 census,   as  compared with those 
of 193ß and 1940^   was oriented prinaarilyytoward obtaining greater com- 
parability with ea^      censuses rather than: revising the definition G$ a. 
Ifarm.                        V 

r       The  CexlB^m ^ WBO^^ the  census of 1950,   the instructions to enu- 
merators and the office procedures were changed consider^^ Instead 
of determining wMcfr places were farms, enumerators wet-evmstru^^   to 
enumerate Ml   pla-ces locally called^ ^f^ all places of 3 or 
more acres,   whether or not^ they were considered farms,    ^Determination 

/of the places to retain âs fatrms was made in the central office on tb.e 
basis of these minimum; criteria:     (1) For places of 3 or more acres, 
1|150 production,   exclusive of a home garden,   was  required.     This  may 
have been production for home use or for sale.     In the case, of incom- 
plete questionnaires,   production was estimated from crops;grown er from 
the livestock inventory.     (?) F^ than 3  acres,   sales of 
farm products to the amount of $150 were required. 
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The procedure used in the  1950  census  resulted in obtaining reports 
for more than a million places that were not counted as farms.     There 
were no agricultural operations on 785,000 of these places,   and agricul- 
tural production on the  247,000 with agricultural operations was not large 
enough to permit counting them as farms.     The Bureau of the Census 
estimated that  150,000 to 170,000 of these would have been counted as 
farms if the  same  criteria had been used in  1950  as during previous cen- 
suseSo 

Applying the  1950 definition of a farm to earlier censuses. - In esti- 
mating the number of farms that would have been excluded in earlier 
years had the  1950  census definition of a farm been used,   the  midpoint 
of the  census estimate - 160,000 - is taken as  a base point for the calcu- 
lations involved.     As the census estimate dealt with numbers of places 
excluded in 1950 that would have been kept as farms under the  1945 def- 
inition of a farm,   it is not entirely adequate to the task of applying the 
more restrictive  1950 definition for the purpose of determining numbers 
that would have been excluded in earlier censuses.     In addition,   the  es- 
timates  made in this  study involve setting up the  minimum requirements 
in each of the  earlier years in terms  of constant physical output.     The 
census estimate of 160,000 farms,   however,   is taken as a general indi- 
cation of the difference between the definitions used in 1945 and 1950. 
The estimates made during the study reported here were made largely to 
adjust the census  estimate for a somewhat different objective. 

The minimum production requirements for retention of places as farms 
in the 1950 census and the equivalent production that would have been re- 
quired in earlier years  are set forth in table  29. 

It will be observed that for places of 3 or more acres  a larger value 
of production would have been required in 1944 than in 1949,   despite the 
higher price levels that prevailed in 1949.     This is because the censuses 
of 1945 and earlier years  included the value of vegetables used from the 
home garden.     Production from the home garden was not obtained in the 
1950 census.     For farms of this specified level of total production,   this 
production averaged about $37,   $20,   and $30,   respectively,   for  1944, 
1939,   and 1929.     This  resulted in setting a somewhat higher minimum 
production value in 1945 to take account of the inclusion of the value of 
the home garden.     For this reason,   the census  estimate of the change in 
farm numbers that resulted from the  change in the definition of a farm 
was  revised upward to  180,000 farms. 

The number of farms that would have been excluded from the censuses 
of 1940 and 1930 was determined as follows: (1) Interpolations were made 
to estimate the number of farms  (exclusive  of zero-production farms)  in 
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Table 29. - The mínimiim value r^ 1950 census definition 
of a farm and the equivalent values in eatítier^^ adjusted for changes 
in prices received by farmers. United States, census yearsv 19^9-49 

:    Value of production     : Value of sales required 
: required far retention   • for retentK)n of places 

^^^^ r of places  of 3 or more:     of less than 3  acres 
I    acres (1954 prices)    : (1954 prices) 

; Dollars Dollars 

1950 --^.—^- —.^^----.- 

1945 ———.---^—^-,^;_ 

1940 —,-_-^—--; 

1930 „__——-,^^-—^V 

ISO 

165 

77 

110 

150 

118 

57 

90 

each year that were retened by the census but had physical production 
smaller than the minirnum production crite^ used in the 1950 census. 
These estimates were made separately^ for p^ of 3 acres or more 
and for places of J.ess than 3 acres,     <2) It was assumea^ thaííall far^ 
that did not report any production were new operations or incomplete re- 
ports that would have been retained by the 1950  census  as well*     Each 
census retained as farms some places for which the prodxiptiph reported 
was insufficient but whixdi liad iiaventory items that indicated they nor- 
mally would produce enough to be considered farms»     (3)Vlt was assumed 
further that the proportion of farms having insufficient pj^oduction that 
would have been excluded in each of the earlier censuses is in direct 
propoi^ion to the relationship of the number of these farms; In 1945 to 
the  180,000 farms taken as representative of the diffe rence between the 
1945 and 195Ö deñnitions.     It is estimated that 285,000 places with re- 
ported production ibo small to meet the asünimum requirements of the 
1950 definition were counted as farms in the  census of 1945,     Of these, 
180,000, or 65 percent,   probably would have been excluded.     Thus, it is 
assumed that approximately 65 percent of the farms for which insuffi- 
cient production was reported in earlier years would have been excluded 
by the 1950 censxis definition of a farm. 

It will be noted that for places of less than 3 acres the requirement 
of $250 production was more restrictive in years of low farm prices, 
such as  193B, than in years of relatively high prices,   such as  1944. 



IJsing the relationship of median yaiue^f prodiKition to avera^^ acreage, 
the ^otal distribution of these plax^es was esiimated for each year and the 
numbers that would liave been included by the 1950  census deñnitíon but 
excliided in earlier censuses were estimated.     The estimate of changes 
in farm numbers that resulted from the  change in the farm definition does 
iiot ^a^ect ihe niinaber of c The estimates were made 
for the purpose of improving the Concept of residential farms and sub- 
sistence farms developed in this report - farms with sales of less than 
$^250  at 1954 prices. 

The completeness of the census enumeration. - It is known that in each 
census enumerators miss a certain^ number of farms.     On the basis of a 
field quality check of the  1950  census^  it was estimated that the  census 
emimejrators missed approximately 214,000 places that would have quali- 
fied as farms.     (See Introduction,   Vol.   U,   Census of Agriculture,   195Í).) 
For the'most part,   these were sm^all places with only a fe     acres of 
land and nominal production. 

A postenumerative survey tajeen to check; the completeness of the 1954 
Census of Agriculture revealed that approxintattely 419,000 places that 
would have qualified as farnis were nxissed 1)^ census enumerators. 
(See Introduction, Vol.   n,-  Census  of A^ic^ More than two- 
thirds of the places that were missed had farm sales of less than $1,200. 
Most of these farn^ would have been classified^^ a and resi- 
dential in the census econonaic classificationé^ 

From the results of these surveys,   it would appear that  145,000 of 
the ^0,Oí)0 reduction in fäJ:^rh xittinb was due to 
excess undei^enumeration iñ the latter census.     On this basis,   thè^ net 
reduction in number of farms wc^ 1950-54 
period^ 

jNo comparable data are available on the completeness of earlier cen- 
suses.     As each succeeding census has built upon the experience gained 
fi^om earlier ones,   the more recent censuses were designed to obtain 
more  complete ccwerage.     Improvements were made in the handling of 
multiple-unit operations in the South for better coverage of sharecropper 
farms.     In the emiineration of üidian reservations,   procedures were de- 
sired to obtain better coverage of individual tracts  assigned to tribal 
members.     Also,   in the later years greater emphasis was placed on 
coverage of specialized types o£ operations such as greenhouses,   nurs- 
eries and apiaries,   which frequently are not considered locally to be 
farms. 
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On the other hand,   the taking of the agricultural census has become 
increasingly complex because of the Increase in the number of small part- 
time and residential farms.     Many of these farms tend to be missed be- 
cause they may not be considered farms by the enumerators.     Also, the 
increasing numbers of nonresident operators create a problem, in obtain- 
ing complete coverage.    For example,   the census of 1954 estimated that 
about a third of the 419,000 places missed by enumerators were those of 
nonresident operators. 

The agricultural censuses of 1930,   1940,  and 1950 were taken in the 
spring of these years in conjunction with the censuses of population. Enu- 
merators were required to call at each household to complete the popu- 
lation schedule.     For this reason,   they we^fe more likely to find and 
enumerate small farms ttiat might otherwise be missed.     In each of 
these years,   a question on the population schedules related to whether 
or not the persons lived on farms.     The census of 1950 had two ques- 
tions on the population schedule designed to direct the enumerator to the 
taking of an agriculture questionnaire.     These questions were:     (1) Is 
this a farm?     (2) Is this a place of 3 or more acres?    Answers of "yes" 
to either of these questions Indicated that an agriculture questionnaire 
might be required. 

No attempt was made to correct for differences between censuses in 
Completeness of coverage.     It is realized that the number>and size dis- 
tribution of the farms missed affect,   to a small extent,   the trends set 
forth in this report. 

Estimation of numbers of farms by constant physical output groups. - 
Trends in eGonomic classes of farms developed in this report are based 
on the  classification of farms in the censuses of 1930,   1940,   and 1945, 
by total value of production.     In order to set up groupings of farms with 
physical outputs comparable to the economic classifications of the cen- 
suses of 1950 and IS54,   it was necessary to deflate the value intervals 
in earlier years to take account of changes in the level of prices re- 
ceived by farmers for farm commodities.     The first step was to set up 
value groups of farms that represented constant levels of physical out- 
put.     Next,   part-time farms were separated from commercial farms on 
the basis of estimated numbers of operators working off fa.rms  100 or 
more days,   or having other income that exceeded sales from the farm. 

The index of prices received. - As trends were developed at the geo- 
graphic regional level,   it was necessary to have an index of prices  re- 
ceived for each region of the United States.     There is at present no 
published index of regional prices.     The Agricultural Marketing Service, 
United States Department of Agriculture,   publishes currently an index 
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of prices  received at the national level.     In addition,   most States have 
developed and publish currently State indexes  of prices received.   When 
available,   the State indexes were used to obtain regional averages«    Cur- 
rent indexes of prices received were available for 34 States.     Seven 
other States had developed price series but the data were not current. 
For the remaining 7 States,   indexes were computed by weighting United 
States  commodity prices by the total production of each commodity in in- 
dividual States.     The State indexes were then averaged into regional in- 
dexes,   using total production for the State in each year as  a weighting 
factor. 

The indexes of prices received by farmers that were developed and 
used in this report to determine constant physical output groups are 
shown in table 30. 

Table 30. - Index of prices received by farmers for farm commodities. 
United States and geographic regions,  specified years,  1929-54 1/' 

Index,   1954=100 

Year 

1954-- 

1949-- 

1944— 

1939-- 

1929-- 

New 
Eng- 
land 

Middle 
Atlan- 

tic 

:   East : West 
: North : North 
:  Cen- : Cen- 
:   tral   : tral 

South 
Atlan- 

tic 

:East:West: 
: South: South: Moun- 
:Cen-:Cen-: tain 
: tral : tral : 

Pa- 
cific 

United 
States 

100      100        100        100       100       100      100      100       100      100 

106      106 

98 

52 

81 

47 

76        64 

96 

76 

37 

60 

97        101 

69 

36 

54 

84 

38 

55 

94 

72 

96       103 99      100 

68 

33        33 

56 54 

74 

37 

59 

89 79 

40 38 

63 60 

1^/  For list of States included in each region,   see footnote 1,   table 4, 
page  19. 

Establishing constant value intervals. - The economic classifications 
of 1950 and 1954 were on the basis of sales of farm products.     The 
value groupings in the censuses of earlier years were on the basis of 
total farm production,   for both home use and sale.     The census of 1945 
made cross-classifications of farms on both bases.     Thus,   using the 



relationship of total production to sales  of ferm products in 1945,   it was 
possible to set up total-value^of-i)roäuctgr 1945 equivalent to the 
sales groups used in the censuses of 1950 ^and 1954.     After establishing 
the value-of-productequivalent for each value interval  in 1945^ value in- 
tervals for earlier years were deterniined^ by defl^        the  1945 intervals 
to constant levels of prices  received for farm commodities. 

The limits of the class intervals by value of sales in 1950 and 1954 
and their equivalent in total value of production in 1945  are shown for 
the United States  and geographic regions in table 31. 

The value intervals used in 1940 and 1930 were determined by mul- 
tiplying the 1945 values by the appropriate regional index of prices re- 
ceived based on 1944 as  100. 

It will be noted that the value of sales groupings for 1950^ and 1954 
are not changed ÎJi this report.     While the level of prices received in 
1954 was  almost idehtical to that of 1949 for the United States as  a 
whole,   this was not true for most regions.     The price changes were 
small,   however,   atid it was decided that the ei^ect on the groupings of 
farms between the 2 years would be relatively insignificant^^   I^ 
reason,   the numbers of farms by econonaic class presented^re for 1950 
and  1954 are taken directly as they appear in the  census volumes,   ex- 
cept for modifications EMuäe In the separation of part-time from com- 
mercial far nas and In. the separation of subsistence farms from the group 
classified as residential by the  census. 

Interpolations to deterniine num.bers  of farms in.1930,   1940,  and 1945. 
Numbers of fâjrms were determi^^ Interpolations of 
numbers of farms grouped by value of production is complicated because 
of the characteristic skewness of the distribution to the extreme left. 
That is,   the majority of fa.rms are concentrated in the smaller value in- 
tervals.     Thus,   the density of farms per unit of value interval is Many 
times greater in the lower ranges of the value scale than at the upper 
range.     In general,   the density of farms per unit of value interval de- 
creases at an increasing proportionate  rate throughout the distribution. 
This means that within each successively larger value interval,   an in- 
creasingly greater than proportionate number of farms is included below 
any given percentage increment of the vad.ue interval. 

The method ^sed for each Interpolation was determined for each re- 
gion by plotting the Cumulated numbers gainst the valAiesvon^aritttmetic, 
semi-logarithmic,   and double logarithnaiejpaper.     Stralghtline intei^a- 
tion was then made l>yw method described the str^ghtest line 
through the points to be interpolated.     Qne of the following methods was 



Table 31. - Limits of the value of sales intervals used in the census economic classifications of 
1950 and 1954,  and their equivalents in value of production,   1944, United States and geographic 
regions  1/ 

Value of sales 
1949 and 1954 
(dollars)   2/ 

25, 000 ^--. 

10,000  

5,000  

2,500  

1,200 _-. 

250 -__-—_-—. 

Equivalent in total value of production,  1944 

New 
Eng- 
land 

iv/riri/n^= ^^^   • West : „    ^,   : East Middle „    J.1     TkT    j^.     South   „ .. : North : North : ^"       : South 
Atian-    /-I ,-, Atlan-   ^ ..       :  Cen- :  Cen- :    ^.       : Cen- 

^^^     : tral   : tral   :    *^^    : tral 

West 
South 
Cen- 
tral 

Moun- 
tain 

Pa- tUnited 
cific   : State s 

25, 090 

10,300 

5,345 

2,845 

1,575 

590 

20, 780 19, 480 17, 740 21, 616 18, 675 17, 425 18, 940 19, 565 18, 900 

8,580 8,000 7,365 8,965 7,790 7,210 7,760 9,155 7,890 

4,462 4,150 3,850 4,720 4,100 3,805 4,025 4,710 4,125 

2,400 2,200 2,055 2,535 2,220 2,070 2,135 2,185 2,245 

1,340 1,175 1,105 1,395 1,215 1,120 1,150 1,350 1,300 

490        380        340        525        445        415        380        455        450 

1/ For list of States included in each geographic region see footnote 1,   table  5,   page 20. 
2/ See table  27 for value-of-s ale s intervals. 

CO 
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used for each Interpolation:    (1) Arithmetic numbers against arithmetic 
values;  (2)  arithmetic numbers against logs of values;  (3)  arithmetic 
values against logs of numbers; or (4) logs of numbers against logs of 
values.     It is believed that this procedure for interpolation resulted in 
reasonable accuracy and at the same time avoided the somewhat labori- 
ous process of computing the mathematical regressions of the distributions. 

Separating commercial farms from part-time,   residential^^   and sub- 
sistence units o - The criteria set forth in this study for part-time said 
residential farms is as follows:    Part-time farms - farms with sales 
(valued at 1954 prices received by farmers) of $250 to $2,499 with the 
operator working off the farm 100 or more days or with other income 
of the family exceeding sales from the farm; Residential farms - farms 
with sales of less than $250 and with the operator working off the farm 
100 or more days or with other income of the family exceeding sales 
from the farm.    These criteria differ from the published census econom- 
ic classification in these respects:    (1) In the census classification,   the 
upper value limit for part-time farms is set at $1,199.     All farms with 
sales of $1,200 or more are considered commercial regardless of off- 
farm work or other income of the family.     (2)  The census classifies all 
farms with sales of less than $250 as residential,   whereas in the study 
reported here an attempt was made to separate as subsistence farms the 
group that reports neither 100 or more days of off-farm work by the op- 
erator or other income exceeding sales. 

The number of operators who worked off the farm 100 or more days 
were published by value groups in the censuses of 1945 and 1940,     Thus, 
it was possible to determine numbers in physical output groups by inter- 
polation.     The  1930 census did not ptiblish the number of days of off- 
farm work by value groups«     Estimates of the number of operators who 
worked off the farm 150 or more days were obtained from data showing 
the number of abnormal farms by value groups.     In the  1930 census, ab- 
normal farms consisted chiefly of part-time farms - those with less than 
$750 agricultural production and with the operator working off the farm 
150 days or more - but they also included institutional farms,   country 
estates,   farms on which income from boarders and lodgers constituted 
the major income,   forest-product farms,   horse farms,   feed lots,   and 
livestock dealers.    Using as a general guide the distribution of abnormal 
farms by value groups imder $750,   the distribution of operators working 
off the farm 150 or more days was estimated for the entire range of 
value.     These numbers were then converted to numbers working off the 
farm 100 or more days on the basis of the relationship for all farm op- 
erators of numbers working 100 days to those working 150 or more days. 
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As data showing the extent of other income of the operator feriiály 
were not obtained in the censuses of 1930,1940, and 1945, estîmates of 
part-time farms were made on the basis of those working off the farm 
100 or more days.     The numbers were then adjusted to take account of 
the additional families who probably had other income greater than in- 
come from sales.     In making this adjustment,   several sources of data 
were available to indicate the relationship of operators who worked off 
the farm 100 or more days to families with other income greatier than 
sales.     Unpublished tabulations of the census of 1950 indicated that for 
each 10 families whose operators worked off the farm 100 or more days, 
an additional 5 families whose operators did not work off the farm as 
much as 100 days had other income that exceeded income from sales. 
The relationship of 1:1.5 was also observed in unpublished data from 
the  1947 Enumerative Survey.     Data from the  1940  census relating off- 
farm work of the operator to other income of the family have been sum- 
marized (3,   table 40).     Again the ratio appeared to be 1:1. 5v    In other 
words,   extending the criterion for a part-time farm from 100 or more 
days of off-far m work to include also those families who reported other 
income greater than income from sales of farm products req^uired an in- 
crease of approximately 50 percent in each of the time periods under 
consideration. 

In order to portray better the regional differences in the extent of 
nonwork income other than that received by the operator from off-farm 
work,   certain assumptions were made.     It was assumed that the propor- 
tion of operators who worked off the farm from 1 to 99 days and who re- 
ported other income exceeding sales in 1949 held in earlier years ^s 
well.     Farms whose operator families had nonfarm income were then 
computed as a proportion of the sum of operators who worked off ihe 
farm for 100 or more days and those who worked off the farm from 1 
to 99 days and reported other income exceeding sales.    The totals de- 
rived for regions were then forced to add to a predetermined total for 
the United States that was based only on operators who worked off the 
farm 100 or more days expanded by 1. 5. 

Estimates of trends in conamercial farms by relative scale of opera- 
tions. - According to the concept developed in this study,   farm size as 
it relates to the family farm is relative to technological developments 
that have (1) increased yields per crop acre and per animal unit and 
(2) decreased labor needs,   thereby giving man greater control over other 
resources of production.     Under these conditions,   a family-scale farm, 
for example,   is one which over the years under consideration produced 
a physical volume of farm production consistent with the increasing pro- 
ductive capacity of the farm family labor force.     As a device for hold- 
ing technology constant,   the value intervals of the physical output groups 
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were deflated further by an index oí farm output per man-hour of labor. 
The value intervals established as comparable for grouping commercial 
farms by the relative scale of operations are set forth in table 32. 

Estimates of low-income commercial farms. - For the purpose of de- 
termining what would be considered low-income farms,   the  commercial 
farms were separated on the basis of gross sales levels that were es- 
timated to reflect levels of net cash farm operator income.     As a base 
point for making estimates,   it was assumed that commercial farms with 
sales of $250 to $2,499 in 1954 were representative of what may be con- 
sidered low-income conamercial farms.     By the classification criteria 
used,   farm sales were the major source of income to families on these 
farms and the farm operators did not work off the farm as much as 
100 days during the year. 

The numbers of low-income farms in census years prior to 1954 
were estimated by (1) determining the gross sales required in each year 
to return an income comparable to that received,   on the average,   from 
sales of $2,500 in 1954 and (2) interpolating to determine the number of 
commercial farms having gross sales of less than those amounts in each 
of the years. 

In arriving at a comparable net income and the gross sales required 
in years prior to 1954, two concepts of inconfie were used - (1) real in- 
come and (2)  relative income. 

The former relates to constant purchasing power.     The latter relates 
to a purchasing power that varies with the average purchasing power of 
average incomes in the economy at large. 

On a real income basis,   low-income commercial farms are those 
with gross farm sales of a value below that needed to return a real 
net cash farm operator income from farming equivalent to that received, 
on the average,   from $2,500 gross sales in 1954,     On a relative in- 
come basis,   low-income conamercial farms are those with gross  sales 
below that required to return a net cash operator income from farnoing 
that is relative to that received,   on the average,   from gross sales of 
$2,500 in 1954,   when accotint is taken of the changes in real income 
per capita for the United States as a whole. 

The procedure for setting up the gross sales eqidvalents iised in de- 
M:ermining the number of low-income farnpus Is shown in table 33^   Cash 
receipts from faa^m marketings computed at 4^9 54 prices Xcol»   1) ^as 
aivided by operMbrs'  rear net cash Income from farming (col.  ^ axiâr 
expressed as casK receipta per dollar of operators*  res¿ net cash 



Table  32. - Value  of sales intervals  used in classifying commercial farms  by scale  of operation.   United 
States,   specified years,   1929-54 

Scale of operation 1954           ;            1949           •            1944           ' 1939           ; 1929 

Dollars                 Dollars                 Dollars Dollars Dollars 

Value of sales in 
current dollars: 1/ 

Large-scale farms  25,000 and over 20,000 and over* 12,750 and over 5,000 and over 6,250 and over 

Family-scale farms  •   2,500-24,999        2,000-19,999        1,275-12,749 500-4,999 625-6,249 

Small-scale farms  •    Under 2,500         Under 2,000         Under 1,275 Uhder 500 Under 625 

Value of sales in 
1954 dollars: 2/ 

Large-scale farms  ,25,000 and over 20,000 and over 16,000 and over 13,000 and over 10,750 and over 

Family-scale farms  2,500-24,999        2,000-19,999        1,600-15,999 1,300-12,999 1,075-10,749 

Small-sc^ale farms  : Under 2,500           Under 2,000         Under 1,600 Under 1,300 Under 1,075 

1_/  Values were deflated by an index of prices  received by farmers  and by an index of output per man- 
hour of labor, 

2^/  Values deflated by an index of output per man-hour.     Using these values,   interpolations  were made 
using the number of farms grouped by value of sales in 1954 dollars,   table 4,   page  19, 

CD 
IN3 



Table 33* - CéHiputation of gross sales e<iuivalents used in estimating the ^^umber of low-.income farms. United States,  1929-54 

Yeajf 

1929 

1939 

1944 

1949 

1954 

Cash receipts-.Farm operators» :Cash receipts per dollax^   Gross sales    :DiSposable personal;      Gross sales 
from farm   :    real net cash    :    of real net cash farm   :    equivalents    : inconxe per capita :e<iuivalents of re- 
marketings :   income from operator incomes        of real income :  purchasifig power  : lative income at 

valued at 19 54:farming purchas-c 
prices      :    ing power at 

1/ :   1954 prices 2/ 

Col,  1 + Col. 2 
3/ 

, : at 1954 prices:   at 1954 prices 5/    ;     1954 prices 
^^   , :$2, 500 = Col. 4:        ^ ,      :   Index    : (Col. 5 x Col. 7) 

4/ :        -^       : 1954=100: 7/ 
1954=100' 

1, 000 
dollars 

19,044 

20,607 

25, 949 

27, 753 

29,714 

1, 000 
dollars 

6,973 

6, 030 

14,662 

9,594 

8,307 

Dollars 

2. 73 

3.42 

1.77 

2.89 

3.58 

76.3 

95. 5 

49. 4 

80.7 

100.0 

Dollars 

1,905 

2, 390 

1,235 

2,020 

2,500 

Dollars 

1,069 

1,041 

1,521 

1,423 

1, 569 

Dollars 

68.1 

66.3 

103. 3 

90.7 

100.0 

1. 295 

1, 585 

1. 275 

1. 830 

2. 500 

1^/ All sales of crops,   livestock,   and livestock products. 
2/ Deflated by the index of prices paid by farmers for family living items, 
3_/  Cash receipts required,   on the average,   to return each dollar of real net cash operator income from farming. 
4/ Vialume of sales valued at 1954 prices,   required to return a real net cash operator income from farming equivalent 

to that received on the average, from farm sales of $2, 50Ó in 1954. 
5/   Economic Report of the President (20). 
6^/   Dollar estimates in current prices divided by the  consumer price index on a 1954 basis. 
7/  Volume of sales,   valued at 1954 prices,   required to return a net cash operator income from farming relative to 

that received from farm sales of $2,500 in 1954,   when account is made for changes in real disposable personal income 
per capita for the United States. 
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The Farm Income Situation (11),   except as otherwise indicated. 



income from farming (colo 3)^     This was computed as an index (col. 4). 
The index (col. 4) was multiplied by $2,500 to give the gross sales re- 
quired to return to a farm operator real net cash income equivalent to 
that realized,   on the average,   from $2,500 gross sales in 1954 (col.  5). 

In order to convert the gross sales equivalent of real income (col. 5) 
to a relative income basis, the gross sales equivalent was multiplied by 
the index of real per capita income (col. 7). This gave the gross farm 
sales equivalent of relative income (col.  8). 

Estimate of the value of farm sales for 1929. - The census of 1930 
did not publish the total value of farm products sold from farms grouped 
according to value of production.     The proportions of farm sales origi- 
nating from specified value groups of farms, as shown in this report, 
were estimated from the distribution of the number of farms grouped on 
the basis of the total value of farm production.     The average value of 
production per farm was estimated for each value group and the aver- 
ages were multiplied by the number of farms to obtain the total value 
of production.     It was  assumed that the distribution of farm sales was 
similar to the distribution of the total value of production. 
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